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SAVE 10%

on any tunnel frame combination

Douglas® Batting Tunnel Frame

With the Douglas® Batting Tunnel frame your poles can be set at your
desired length (55’/70’/75’) and can also be adjusted to fit custom net
widths. This unique design allows for the tunnel’s net to easily be adjusted
at any time after the initial installation. This heavy-duty frame is constructed
using 4” square, heavy-duty steel poles. A black, baked on powder coat finish
on the steel frame provides the ultimate weather resistance and protection.
Frame is reinforced using 13-gauge galvanized steel crossbars to hang
the net. Crossbars feature Allied’s® zinc Flo-coat galvanization process for
maximum protection. System includes everything needed to install and hang
net: chain, cables, hooks, collars, ground sleeves and c-snaps. Tunnel net is
sold separately. The Douglas® Batting Tunnel Frame offers a 5 Year warranty.
66214 55’/70’/75’
868 lbs.
$2,299.00

*

Batting Tunnel Kit

A Do-It-Yourself Batting Tunnel
Kit! Includes all the supplies you
need to turn standard 12’ long, 3” OD steel into a
full size Batting Tunnel. Complete kit includes: Top angle
bars, support cables, cable clamps and carabineers. The
provided Support Cable is 1/4” galvanized steel with a
4200 lb break strength. Top angle bars are 2-3/8”OD
galvanized steel pipe with a 15 degree bend; providing
enough space to properly hang the tunnel net away from
the steel posts. Batting Tunnel Net and optional ground
sleeves are sold separately. Standard 3” OD steel poles
are not included.
Kit is for use with 3” OD steel poles

Triple Batting
Tunnel Frames
are also
available
Douglas® Double Batting Tunnel Frame

Same high quality materials as the standard Douglas® Batting Tunnel Frame.
This double frame shares center poles to allow side-by-side installation
eliminating the need for extra poles and ground footings.
66214D 55'/70’/75’
1,350 lbs.
$3,999.00

66221
66220

*

55’ Softball Kit
70/75’Baseball Kit

125 lbs.
160 lbs.

$699.00
$799.00

Hitting Station Systems

Tunnel Frame
Protective Padding
Fitted pole pad is 72” high
and is designed to fit 4”
square poles. Attaches with
velcro straps. High impact
foam padding is 2” thick. All
weather vinyl is UV resistant
and available in dark green,
black, royal blue, navy blue
and red.
39032 15 lbs. $149.00

66255 55’ Model – 3 hitting stations (2 poles)
66270 70’/75’ Model – 4 hitting stations (3 poles)
(specify 70’ or 75’ when ordering)

395 lbs.
560 lbs.

*
*

Great for “soft toss”, tee work and more, the
Douglas® Hitting Station System helps coaches
and players get the most out of every practice.
This “stand-alone” system can be placed
alongside your batting tunnel/cage for players
to use before or after their turn in the cage,
or anywhere you need 3-4 hitting stations.
Constructed from 4” square, heavy-duty steel
poles, this black powder coated pole system
is an attractive addition to any facility. Impact
netting is constructed of black 3.5mm knotless
1-3/4” square mesh high-tenacity polypropylene
(Pylon). Netting is hung from 1/4” galvanized
steel cable and the system includes everything
$999.00
needed to install, including ground sleeves.
$1,599.00
Custom lengths are available.
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Douglas® HTPP Knotless High Tenacity Polypropylene (Pylon) Black Tunnels:

Pylon netting is extruded to permanently resist weather, UV, mold and mildew. The pylon material is stronger and more durable than nylon
netting. Available in 3.0mm Collegiate grade with a 3-year warranty, or 3.5mm Professional grade with a 4-year warranty. All tunnels are
made using 1-3/4” knotless square mesh to reduce sag and improve appearance. All tunnel borders and top centers are reinforced with
5/16” rope. Standard sizes are listed below. Tunnels can be customized to your size specifications. Custom tunnels use reinforced vinyl
instead of 5/16” rope for borders and top centers. All nets include a convenient overlap style entry door. Please call for custom quotes.
Collegiate, BT-3.0
(3.0mm Knotless; 3-Year Warranty)
36022
12’H x 12’W x 35’L
80 lbs.
36028
12’H x 12’W x 55’L	 92 lbs.
36026
12’H x 14’W x 55’L	 97 lbs.
36023
12’H x 12’W x 70’L
113 lbs.
36029
12’H x 14’W x 75’L	 135 lbs.
36024
12’H x 12’W x 75’L
123 lbs.
36025
12’H x 14’W x 70’L
127 lbs.

$499.00	
$599.00
$649.00
$699.00
$849.00
$749.00
$799.00

Professional, BT-PRO 3.5
(3.5mm Knotless; 4-Year Warranty)
36038PP 12’H x 12’W x 55’L
113 lbs.
36036PP 12’H x 14’W x 55’L
126 lbs.
36033PP 12’H x 12’W x 70’L
146 lbs.
36035PP 12’H x 14’W x 70’L
168 lbs.
36034PP 12’H x 12’W x 75’L
148 lbs.

$849.00
$899.00
$1,099.00
$1,199.00
$1,149.00

Douglas® Premium Knotted Solid Core Polyethylene Black Tunnels:

Professional grade 3.0 polyethylene material is very durable and is weather, UV, mold and mildew resistant. No material
provides better weather and UV resistance than polyethylene! All tunnels are made using 1-3/4” knotted square mesh. All
tunnel borders and top centers are reinforced with 5/16” rope. Standard sizes are listed below. Tunnels can be customized
to your size specifications. Custom tunnels use reinforced vinyl instead of 5/16” rope for borders and top centers. All nets
include a convenient overlap style entry door. 4-year warranty. Please call for custom quotes.
Professional, BT-PRO 3.0
(3.0mm Knotted Braided; 4-Year Warranty)
36036
12’H x 14’W x 55’L
126 lbs.
36035
12’H x 14’W x 70’L
168 lbs.

$899.00
$999.00

Knotted HDPE High Density Polyethylene Hollow Core Black Tunnels:

This twisted polyethylene netting offers high UV and weather protection. Polyethylene doesn’t absorb water so it’s mildew resistant
and naturally retains a high percentage of its strength over an extended period of time. Knotted netting has a high overall strength
rating making it superior for direct impact applications. Netting is 2.5 mm in 1-3/4” square mesh with reinforced sewn rope borders.
Corners have 6’ rope tails and sewn loops making it easier to hang. Choose from (5) standard sizes. All nets include a convenient
overlap style entry door. 2 year warranty.
BT-2.5 Netting;
(2.5 mm Knotted; 2-Year Warranty)
36050
12’H x 14’W x 35’L
70 lbs.
$319.00
36053
12’H x 12’W x 70’L
106 lbs.
$549.00
36051
12’H x 12’W x 55’L
90 lbs.
$429.00
36054
12’H x 14’W x 70’L
114 lbs.
$589.00
36052
12’H x 14’W x 55’L
98 lbs.
$459.00
Net Divider

Net Saver

Tunnel Tarp

Constructed of 5.3 oz, 9 mil. polyethylene. Mildew
resistant. Dark green in color. Includes ground pins.
26506G 12’ x 12’ 7 lbs. $69.00
26508 10’ x 10’ 5 lbs. $59.00

Hitting Station System
(shown on previous page)

Protective Net Saver or Divider

Our 3.5mm knotless pylon netting backdrop provides a buffer for your net as a Net
Saver behind the batter or as a Net Divider position to create two short toss stations.
The durable rope border simplifies installation and reduces sag. Available in black only.
36060
36062

12’H x 14’W
12’H x 12’W

9 lbs.
7 lbs.

$89.00
$79.00

Vinyl Hitting Backdrop

6’ x 5’ constructed of reinforced black heavy-duty 18 oz/sq.yd. vinyl. Includes
grommets and c-snaps. Available with optional white printed hitting target.
26460		
5 lbs. $49.00
26460T With Pitching Target
5 lbs. $99.00
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Indoor Batting Tunnel Frames
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Indoor Batting Tunnel Tensioning Kit

The perfect solution for anyone who wants an indoor batting tunnel but can’t install or leave up overhead cables, permanent posts
or automated drop down frames. This system is ideal for multi-purpose facilities like gymnasiums, cafeterias and pole buildings
because it sets up, tears down, and stores away in minutes--leaving your space free from any overhead obstructions. Choose your
batting tunnel net and add a heavy-duty vinyl floor cover for a complete professional indoor batting tunnel system.
66200

30 lbs.

$899.00

Tensioning Kit Includes:
(6) – Eyebolts
(6) – 8 mm Spring Link Clips
(6) – 3/8” Spring Link Clips
(6) – Cables 15’ long
(3)– 50’ Pieces of High Strength
Braided Hoisting Rope 3/8”
(3) – Cam Lock Pulley Systems
(3) – Swivel Clamps

Batting Tunnel Floor Covers

Constructed of 18 oz/sq. yd. PVC coated polyester vinyl that is anti-mildew and UV coated.
Meets California Fire Marshal requirements. Standard tan in color. 5-Year limited warranty.
Additional colors are available.
29250
29255

15’W x 60’L
15’W x 80’L

150 lbs.
200 lbs.

$548.00
$748.00

Indoor Ceiling Suspension Kit

Indoor Accessory Cable Hardware Kit

Includes:
(3) – 100’ galvanized wire cables
(30) – 30’ galvanized wire cables
(60) – 1/8” Wire rope clamps
(12) – 1/4” Wire rope clamps
(6) – Hook and eye turnbuckles
(6) – Eyebolts
(70) – Snap links

Contains:
(3) -100’ cables
(50) - Steel c-snaps
(6) - Hook and eye turnbuckles
(12) - Cable clips
(6) - Eyebolts

Includes all hardware needed to setup and
hang a batting tunnel from side walls inside
a gym or training facility.

Includes hardware needed to suspend a batting tunnel
net from the ceiling inside a gym or training facility.

66219

41 lbs.

66213

$499.00

Installation Accessories
Plastic
C-Snap

34728
15102
34725
34726
34724
36986

Steel
C-Snap

1/4” Cable, Galvanized
1/8” Cable, Galvanized
1/4” Cable Clamp
1/8” Cable Clamp
12” Turnbuckle (TB-12)
6” Turnbuckle (TB-6)

35 lbs.

$299.00

12” Turnbuckle
5mm
Spring
Link

.15 lbs $.40 ft
.10 lbs $.25ft
.25 lbs $.40 ea
.25 lbs $.30 ea
3 lbs $29.00 ea
1 lbs $19.00 ea

3”
S-Hook

7.5”
Ground Pin

32670
32675
36000
32679
31601M

Pulley
with Split
Bracket

6”
Eye Bolt

C-Snap, Black Steel
C-Snap, Black Plastic
8 mm Carabineer
5 mm Carabineer
3/16” Polypro Braided
Rope (1000’Roll)

4#/100 $.50 ea
2#/100 $.40 ea
4#/100 $.50 ea
4#/100 $.35 ea
14 lbs $39.00 ea

31663
41208
34730
34721

3” S-Hook, Steel
5#/100 $.40 ea
7.5” Steel Ground Pin 7#/100 $.50 ea
6” Eye Bolt
1 lbs $8.00 ea
Pulley with
.5 lbs $2.00 ea
Split Bracket			

Braided Rope

Batting Tunnels & Accessories
The Batco Cage

Use Indoors
or Outdoors!
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The Batco Cage is 50% wider and 20% higher
than standard tunnels. The larger size permits live
batting practice to be thrown more comfortably.
It is the only cage that you can use indoors and
outdoors. Because of the shape and construction,
the Batco Cage is not affected by wind; and with
only two support bands, the Batco is almost self
standing. When used indoors, it’s recommended
to use a vinyl floor cover to protect the floor’s
finish. Please specify if using indoor, outdoor or
both. Indoor or outdoor feet are included but
if using for both, there is an additional charge
for another set of feet. Quality knotless #42
gauge netting has a tensile strength of 350 lbs.
When folded, the Batco Cage is much easier to
protect against vandalism. There are no cables
to run indoors or a frame to build outdoors. The
arcs are made of galvanized steel and weigh
approximately 45 lbs. each. Written installation
instructions are included along with a step-bystep installation video.
36214		
72’L x 18’W x 12’H (Baseball)
600 lbs.
$4,799.00

*

36216		
54’L x 18’W x 12’H (Softball)
500 lbs.
$4,299.00

*

Replacement nets and parts are available.
Please contact us for more information and pricing

Economy Trapezoid Batting Cage

Trapezoid shape creates a stable frame and allows for extra width at the
base of the cage. Frame is constructed of welded steel with a black powder
coat finish. Frame is easy-to-assemble, two people can set the cage up
and tear it down in under an hour. Unit is moveable and ground sleeves
are not necessary. The ground stakes kit (sold separately) is recommended
to temporarily anchor the cage. Knotless #32 nylon netting is UV treated.
Batting cage measures 14’ wide at the bottom, 10’ wide at the top and 10’
on the diagonal. Recommended for outdoor use only. 1-year warranty.
36222
35’ Trapezoid Frame and Net
238 lbs.
$799.00
36221
55’ Trapezoid Frame and Net
329 lbs.
$1,099.00
36220
70’ Trapezoid Frame and Net
420 lbs.
$1,299.00

*
*
*

Ground Stake Kit
Recommended. Includes 20”ground stakes, steel carabiners and rope.
36222S Kit for 35’
85 lbs.
$149.00
36221S Kit for 55’
115 lbs.
$179.00
36220S Kit for 70’
145 lbs.
$199.00
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Protective Screens
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STANDARD PRO SCREENS

DELUXE PRO SCREENS

Choose from our galvanized steel 7’x 7’ Standard or 8’x 8’ Deluxe protective screen frames. These
heavy duty, 1.9” O.D. frames feature Allied’s® superior zinc Flo-coat® galvanization process for
maximum protection. The high strength, 3.5 mm knotless HTPP Pylon protective netting is 1-3/4”

square mesh and boasts a 325 lb break strength. Netting is UV and weather treated.
All screens include a slip-on style net that simply slide over the frame and only require
lacing cord at the bottom to close the net. 5-year limited warranty on frames.

Fungo/1st Base Screen

L-Screen

The Deluxe Fungo Screen measures
8’h x 8’w. Screen comes complete
with slip-on net and a Pro Wheel Kit.
66705 98 lbs.
$449.00

The Deluxe L-shaped screen measures
8’h x 8’w and has a 4’ x 4’ cut-out
with a hip protector angle. Screens
can be used with a pitching machine
or a live pitcher during batting
practice and are reversible for right
or left handed pitchers. Screen comes
complete with slip-on net, Pro Wheel
Kit and a 7’ protective pad.
$449.00
66700 95 lbs.

L-Screen

The Standard L-shaped
screen measures 7’h x 7’w
and has a 3’ x 3’ cut-out.
Screens can be used with
a pitching machine or a
live pitcher during batting
practice and are reversible
for right or left handed
pitchers. Screen comes
complete with slip-on net.
66556 66 lbs.
$269.00

Fungo/1st Base Screens

Choose from three Fungo Screen sizes. All screens come complete with slip-on net.
7’x 10’ Fungo Screen
66566 79 lbs.
$299.00

Sock Net Screen

Great for soft toss or off the
tee practice. Collected balls
are easily transferred to a
bucket. Can also work as an
extra hitting station! Slip-on
style net. Frame measures:
7’ H x 7’W
66563
Galvanized
74 lbs. $299.00

7’x 7’ Fungo Screen
66568 66 lbs.
$269.00

7’x 5’ Mini Screen
66555 60 lbs.
$249.00

Softball Screen

Versatile for live pitching
or with the use of
pitching machine. Can be
used with Jugs softball
models. Slip-on style net
frame measures:
7’H x 7’W
66562
Galvanized
70 lbs.
$299.00

Protective Screens
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36451H
36447
36450
36449

L-Screen Slip-On 8’ x 8’ w/HP
8’ x 8’ Slip-On
L-Screen Slip-On 7’ x 7’
7’ x 7’ Slip-On

$129.00
$99.00
$79.00
$69.00

36446
36455
36457
36462

7’H x 5’W Slip-On
8 lbs.
7’H x 10’W Slip-On
15 lbs.
Sock Net 7’ x 7’ Slip-On
12 lbs.
Softball Pitching Net 7’ x 7’ Slip-On 10 lbs.

$59.00
$99.00
$89.00
$89.00

Deluxe Wheel Kit

Creates a great baffle on
L-Screens to help prevent
balls from ricocheting
and hitting the pitcher.
Available in 6’ long
section in black only.
36606
3 lbs.
$29.00

The Deluxe Wheel Kit has a wide frame
and large tires for easy maneuverability.
Extra heavy-duty steel construction
features: large no-flat tires, steel rims,
and dual clamps with universal jaws for
attachment to either round or square
tubing frames.
66441
25 lbs.
$149.00

*

Collapsible L-Screen

Heavy-duty 7’ x 7’H portable L-frame
pitching screen. Durable steel frame
with weather -resistant netting.
Breaks down to 41”x 42”x 4”
for easy transporting and
storage. Replacement net
is available.

Our Aluminum screens are larger in size to accommodate Collegiate and Professional players. Frames are heavy
wall schedule 40 aluminum 1.9” O.D. pipe. Frame and wheel assemblies are welded for durability. Permanent
10” diameter x 4” wide pneumatic tires for easy transporting. Netting is #60 (3mm) weather treated, 1-3/4” mesh.
Netting is fabricated in pillow case design that slips over frames. Lacing is only required at the bottom to close the net.

36480
55 lbs
$299.00

L-Screen
L-Shaped design with extra diagonal hip protection in the corner.
36470 8’ x 8’
47 lbs. $599.00
36471 8’ Replacement Net
10 lbs. $189.00

Economy L-Screen

Complete 7’ x 7’ l-screen with #36 twisted knotted
baseball netting. Frame is 1-5/8” heavy duty powder coated
galvanized steel with a 3’ x 3’ cutout reversible for right
or left hand pitchers. The 1-3/4” square hung netting is
pillowcase style for easy installation. Directions to assemble
along with all nuts and bolts are included.
36481 48 lbs
$189.00

Pro First Base/Fungo Screen
Our Heavy-Duty Aluminum screens are larger in size to
accommodate collegiate and professional players.
36474 8’ x 8’
47 lbs. $599.00
36475 8’ Replacement Net
10 lbs. $189.00
36476 10’ x 10’
54 lbs. $699.00
36477 10’ Replacement Net
10 lbs. $199.00
Mini L-Screen
Unit measures 5’W x 7’H and is ideal for batting
practice or inside batting tunnels. Constructed of heavy
wall schedule 40 aluminum tubing. Complete with
3.0mm pillow case style weather treated net. Large noflat tires measure 4” x 10” for smooth easy transport.
Free padding is including on the “throwing zone” for
added safety. 3 Year limited warranty.
36478 5’w x 7’h
42 lbs. $449.00
36479 Replacement Net
10 lbs. $159.00

ALUMINUM SCREENS

Heavy-Duty Aluminum

ACCESSORIES

Ricochet Padding

12 lbs.
12 lbs.
10 lbs.
6 lbs.

REPLACEMENT NETS

Heavy-duty 3.5mm knotless HTPP Pylon protective netting is 1-3/4” square mesh and boasts a 325 lb break strength. Netting is
UV and weather treated. Choose from slip-on style net or fitted nets with lacing cord. Slip-on style nets slide over the frame and
only require lacing cord at the bottom to close the net. Custom nets can be made to your frame size, please contact us for pricing.

Portable Backstops
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FREE SHIPPING

on Profes

sional Portable Backstops

Elite Professional Backstop, Portable

The Elite Backstop is the ultimate portable batting cage for
Professional, Collegiate and Varsity ball playing programs.
Features dual coaches observation platforms. Frame is 2” heavy
wall aluminum tubing that easily and quickly collapses down
to 5’ high for transport and storage. Includes heavy-duty 3.5
mm weather treated EHT netting, plus a second 10’ x 10’ baffle
net, 4” thick thud pad and vinyl skirt. Thud pad is reinforced
with grommets and measures 68”W x 52”H x 4”D. Vinyl skirt is
constructed or reinforced 18 oz vinyl. Overhead arched frames are
all protected with ricochet padding to minimize ball rebound and
reduce damage to the frame. Three 8-1/2” wide x 18” diameter
pneumatic wheels and newly designed lockable dolly lift system
makes the Elite Professional the easiest backstop to transport
and maneuver. Interior cage dimensions are 18’ wide x 22’ deep
x 12’ high and collapses down to 20’W x 13.5’D x 5.5’H. Choose
from black, dark green, navy, red and royal blue. 5 Year Limited
Warranty. Please specify color.
36601
36604
36606
36605

on the Elite Backstop
(Item # 36601)

Elite Backstop
625 lbs.
$4,999.00
Replacement Net
57 lbs.
$849.00
(1) 6’ Section Replacement
10 lbs.
$29.00
Ricochet Cushioning (need (7) - 6’ Sections to cover frame)
Replacement Thud Pad
50 lbs.
$299.00

Black

Dark Green

Includes Dual
Coaches Platforms

Navy

Red

The Professional Backstop, Portable

Royal Blue

The Professional backstop is a top choice of high school, collegiate and
professional baseball programs. Includes batting cage, net, dark green vinyl
skirt, and extra baffle net behind batter. Unit constructed of 2” heavy-wall
aluminum tubing, heavy duty weather- treated #600 HTPP netting, and heavy
vinyl coated nylon skirt. Nylon skirt is available in standard Dark Green or in
optional Royal Blue, Red or Navy. The heavy-duty construction, easy portability
and collapsible design make it the perfect backstop for any level. Collapses
to only 5’ high to limit storage space requirements. Two 16” pneumatic side
wheels and rear 16” pneumatic steering wheel make relocation simple. 42’ of
ricochet cushion minimizes ball rebound and reduces damage to frame. Use
the coaches’ observation bar for stage elevated viewing. Dimensions: 18’ w x
22’ d x 12’ h. Please specify skirt color.

36602
36604
36608
36606
36605

Professional Backstop
408 lbs.
$4,499.00
on the Professional
Replacement Net
57 lbs.
$849.00
Backstop (Item # 36602)
Replacement Skirt
22 lbs.
$395.00
(1) 6’ Section Replacement
10 lbs.
$29.00
Personalized Skirt >
Add your school name, mascot or logo.
Ricochet Cushioning (need (7) - 6’ Sections to cover frame)
Choose from 20 skirt color options.
Optional Thud Pad
50 lbs.
$299.00
Contact us for Pricing and Details.

Portable Backstops

Portable Backstop

Extra width accommodates left or right hand hitters without shifting the cage. Open dimensions
measure 18’W x 12’D x 12.5’H. Flo-coated galvanized steel frame is 14-gauge, 2” OD providing strong
support for the netting. Heavy-duty 3.5mm weather-treated EHT netting keeps foul balls contained for
player safety and easy retrieval. Extra baffle net hangs behind the batter to absorb missed pitches and
prevent them from bouncing back. Lockable dolly lift system and pneumatic tires make it easy to break
down, move and store the cage after practice. Features (3) 16” diameter, 6” hub, ball bearing, multidirectional pneumatic wheels.
36600 Backstop
575 lbs. $3,199.00
36942 Replacement Net
46 lbs. $949.00
36609 Replacement Dolley 90 lbs. $499.00

Foldable, Portable Backstop

A foldable version of the Portable Batting cage collapsing down to 16.5’W x 11.25’D x 3.75’H.
Open Dimensions measure 16.5’W x 16.5’D x 11’H. Extra width to accommodate left or right
hand hitters without shifting the cage.
36600F Folding Backstop
605 lbs. $3,799.00
36942F Replacement Net
46 lbs.
$949.00
36609
Replacement Dolley
90 lbs.
$499.00

Bownet Big Daddy
Backstop

Visit: www.NationalSportsProducts.com

Set up practice anywhere! The Big Daddy
backstop is a one-of-a-kind portable
sports net that works perfectly for
baseball and softball, soft-toss, tee drills,
infield practice, pitching practice, and
more! Three people can set up this net
in 3 minutes and break it down after
practice. Measures 11’H x 20’W x 11’D
and weighs only 50 lbs. Includes net,
frame, net baffle and canvas baffle with
printed Strike-Zone. Convenient roller
carrying bag measures 61” x 14” x 10”
easily fitting into the trunk of a car.
36494
125 lbs
$1,499.00

Bownet Hitting Station/
Mini Backstop
The Bownet Portable Hitting Station
is a one-of-a-kind new portable
sports net that works great for
baseball or softball practice. The key
to the product design is the “bow”
in the poles, which allows the poles
to flex, and puts less stress on the
net. The backstop measures 12’W
x 8’H and can be used for soft-toss,
tee work, infield practice and
pitching practice. Net is great for any
age group, t-ball to college.
36498
30 lbs
$299.00

Bownet Portable Backstop

The Bownet Portable Backstop is a unique sports net
that works great for both Baseball and Softball. It
measures 9’6”H x 16’6”w and can be used for soft
toss, batting tee practice and pitching practice with
Bownet’s Strike Zone accessory. The key to all the Bownet nets are the
“Bow” in the poles, which allow the poles to flex, putting less stress on the
net. This backstop is durable and stable, and can easily be transported to
and from the field with its included carrying bag. With no tools required, it
snaps into place in 180 seconds! Great for all ages, t-ball to college.
36497
60 lbs
$499.00
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Ball Park Netting
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Premium Knotless HTPP Pylon

Most durable, unmatched weather and UV protection!
Maximizing Longevity.

PROFESSIONAL GRADE

MLB Netting

Great for high impact backstop and protective
screen netting. 1-3/4” square mesh extruded to resist
weather and UV. Finished with a reinforced rope border or
vinyl edging with grommets
22260 3.0mm; Black
.04 lbs. $.56 sqft
250 lb. break strength
22261 3.0mm; Dark Green
.04 lbs. $.56 sqft
250 lb. break strength
22265 3.5mm; Black
.05 lbs. $.68 sqft
325 lb. break strength

*
*
*

#18 Twisted Knotted Plateena

The best of the best in professional backstop netting!
Provides maximum protection with maximum viewing

#18 Twisted, Knotted, UHMPE Ultra High Molecular Weight
Polyethylene with a 462 lb break strength; Trade Name:
Plateena (Similar netting trade names include Dyneema or
Spectra).1-3/4” Square Mesh, treated for UV & weather
resistance. Finished with a 6.0 mm rope border with a 5,720
lbs. break strength.
26118
#18 Black,		
.05 lbs
QUOTE
462 lb break strength		

*

Twisted Knotted Nylon

High break strength and tensile strength.

Great for high to medium impact backstop and
protective screen netting. 1-3/4” square mesh, with a
rope border. UV and weather treated coating is applied to
the exterior of the material. Available in rope border only.
36099A #21; 253 lb. break strength .04 lbs. $.34 sqft
36099B #36; 352 lb. break strength .04 lbs. $.39 sqft
36099C #42; 424 lb. break strength .05 lbs. $.49 sqft
36099D #48; 459 lb. break strength .05 lbs. $.66 sqft

*
*
*
*

#420 Knotless HTPP

Great for divider netting and low impact
barrier netting. Choose from rope or vinyl border.
Netting is weather and UV treated. 1-1/2” square mesh
with a 125 lb break strength.
22009 Black
.04 lbs.
$.44 sqft
22007 Dark Green
.04 lbs.
$.44 sqft

*
*

Lightweight, perfect for outfield netting applications

Protective and boundary netting is used to protect players, spectators,
scoreboards, buildings and other structures in and around the ball
park. The netting is customized to fit your needs and is completely
weather-treated. Netting is either finished with black reinforced vinyl
edging or a rope border. The reinforced edging provides the net with
added strength while keeping the nets shape. Reinforced double
stitched vinyl also gives the net a sharp appearance. Optional Brass
Grommets. Rope border offers a simple easy installation. Please call
for additional information and pricing.

Netting & Privacy Screen
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Backstop Cable Kits

Our backstop cable system kits allow for you to have a professional
looking backstop setup. The Suspended system provides an unobstructive view. Poles are not included.

’

WALL

WALL

’

Standard Backstop Cable System
66290

100 lbs.

Suspended Backstop Cable System
66295

$549.00

100 lbs.

$699.00

Installation Accessories
Galvanized
Cable
Cable Clamps
34728
15102
34725
34726
34724
36986
32670
32675
36000

Plastic
C-Snap

1/4” Cable, Galvanized
1/8” Cable, Galvanized
1/4” Cable Clamp
1/8” Cable Clamp
12” Turnbuckle (TB-12)
6” Turnbuckle (TB-6)
C-Snap, Black Plated Steel
C-Snap, Black Plastic
8 mm Spring Link (Carabiner)

Spring
Link

Steel
C-Snap

3”
S-Hook

.15 lbs
$.40 ft
.10 lbs
$.25 ft
.25 lbs
$.40 ea
.25 lbs
$.30 ea
3 lbs $29.00 ea
1 lb $19.00 ea
4#/100
$.50 ea
2#/100
$.40 ea
4#/100
$.50 ea

32679
31663
34729
31656
31657
31651
31655
31601M

Braided Rope
5 mm Spring Link (Carabiner)
4#/100
3” S-Hook, Steel
5#/100
Beam Clamp
.5 lbs
TR-50 7” Tie-raps (100/pkg)
1 lbs
TR-120 8” Tie-raps (100/pkg)
1 lbs
TR-50XL 14” Tie-raps (100/pkg)
1 lbs
TR-120XL 14” Tie-raps (100/pkg)
2 lbs
3/16” Polypro Braided Rope (1000’Roll) 14 lbs

$.35 ea
$.40 ea
$22.00 ea
$5.00
$12.00
$10.00
$16.00
$39.00 ea

Beam
Clamp

Privacy Screen

An inexpensive solution for athletic fields, dugouts, bleachers or any
other location where shade or privacy is desired. Lightweight material
is tear resistant and will not unravel. Privacy Screen is UV stabilized
–will not fade or deteriorate from natural elements. Material is also
resistant to mold and mildew. Privacy Screen is purchased by the
roll and cut-on-site. Rolls are also available with
reinforced hems and grommets around the
Purchase by the roll
perimeter -contact us for pricing.
Material Specifications:
Construction: 85 – 90% Knit Raschel
Fiber Content: 100% High Density Polyethylene
Available Colors: Dark Green, Black, Blue, Brown or Beige

or in finished panels

Purchase by the roll and cut on site:
36924
44” x 150’, for 4’ fence
24 lbs.
36928
68” x 150’, for 6’ fence
36 lbs.
36932
92” x 150’, for 8’ fence
50 lbs.

*
*

$109.00
$129.00
$179.00

Reinforced Hem
Optional reinforced hem with grommets can be applied to the
top and bottom edges to maximize strength. Optional Hems
will reduce the overall roll height.
26932
Reinforced Hem
$.60 perimeter foot

50’ Finished Panels
Panels are finished with perimeter hems and grommets for
extra reinforcement. Available in green(G) or black(B).
26928(G)(B) 68” x 50’ Panel 20 lbs
$79.00 ea
26932(G)(B) 92” x 50’ Panel 25 lbs
$99.00 ea
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Douglas SportScreen
®

Call Toll Free: 1-800-478-6497
www.NationalSportsProducts.com
Visit us online for more information on our Windscreen

Free Freight

on Winds
creen orders over $1,000!
Free Freigh
t + 10% off on orders over $3,000

Windscreens are an attractive and functional way to reduce bothersome noise,
wind and visual distractions. With these adverse elements removed, concentration
and level of play improves. Douglas® offers you more choices, better service,
superior fabrication and attention to detail that is unsurpassed in the industry.

Polypropylene

Vinyl Coated Polyester

Poly-Pro+™ Plus Premium (OMP) & (CMP)

VCP

This versatile and attractive windscreen fabric is durable and
boasts great weather resistance. VCP screens are available in
a variety of colors and custom digital printing and logos can
be printed directly on the material.

VCP Max™ goes one step further by offering maximum
tensile strength and visual blockage. At 87% windbreak, VCP
Max™ allows more airflow than closed mesh screens, but
provides a better visual background than open mesh screens.

Fabric: 100% polypropylene
		 OMP: Open - 28 x 14 leno weave
		 CMP: Closed - 30 x 16 weave
Windbreak: Open mesh – 87%
			 Closed mesh – 95%
Weight per square yard:
Open mesh 7 oz.
					
Closed mesh 8 oz.
Tensile strength: Open 380 x 185
				
Closed 420 x 225

Fabric:

50% vinyl, 50% polyester;
Open Mesh - 9 x 12 weave

Fabric:

16 x 17 weave

Windbreak:

Open - 80%

Windbreak:

87%

This 100% Polypropylene material is Douglas’s® most popular
windscreen. Choose from OMP (Open Mesh) or CMP (Closed Mesh)
fabric. This low-maintenance material offers classic good looks and
highly durable performance. Polypropylene material is heat-set so your
screens will never shrink or change shape. Weather and UV protection
is extruded into every fiber of Douglas® Poly-Pro Plus Premium
Windscreen for maximum performance and long life.

Colors:

Dark Green or Black

Warranty:

4-year limited

Open Mesh (OMP)
OMP-6
6’ high .05 lbs. $.64 per sq. ft.
OMP-9
9’ high .05 lbs. $.64 per sq. ft.
Closed Mesh (CMP)
CMP-6
6’ high .06 lbs. $.72 per sq. ft.
CMP-9
9’ high .06 lbs. $.72 per sq. ft.
Add $ 0.02 per sq foot for non-standard heights

Weight per square yard:

Open - 8.5 oz.

Tensile Strength: Open - 230 x 200
Colors:
Dark Green or Black
Yellow, White, Royal Blue, Red,
Other Colors:
Purple, Orange, Navy Blue, Burgundy, Gray, Brown,Bright
Green and Open Tournament Blue
Warranty:
3-year limited

Weight per square yard:

Open - 10 oz.

Tensile Strength: 395 x 401
Colors:

Dark Green, Black or
Open Tournament Blue

Warranty:

4-year limited

Standard Colors (Black or Dark Green)
VCP-6 6’ high .06 lbs. $.54 per sq. ft.
VCP-9 9’ high .06 lbs. $.58 per sq. ft.
Special Colors (See Color Chart above)
VCP-6 6’ high .06 lbs. $.58 per sq. ft.
VCP-9 9’ high .06 lbs. $.62 per sq. ft.

Standard Colors (Black or Dark Green)
Max-6 6’ high .06 lbs. $.64 per sq. ft.
Max-9 9’ high .06 lbs. $.64 per sq. ft.
Special Colors (Open Tournament Blue)
Max-6 6’ high .06 lbs. $.68 per sq. ft.
Max-9 9’ high .06 lbs. $.68 per sq. ft.

Add $ 0.02 per sq foot for non-standard heights

Add $ 0.02 per sq foot for non-standard heights

Air Vents

Douglas Unmatched Features
Douglas windscreens feature these unmatched industry standards:
• Windscreens are available in standard 6’ and 9’ heights and in
custom heights by quotation
• Any screen width is available; however, 60’ is the maximum
recommended width per panel
• Standard 3-ply extra-strong hems are constructed with solid vinyl
inserts double sewn to 1-1/2” wide (Figure 1) and are standard
for Vinyl Coated Polyester (VCP)
• Heavy-duty 4-Ply hems are constructed with an 18 oz vinyl overlay
and #2 brass grommets spaced every 12” (Figure 2) and are
standard for Poly-Pro Plus Premium
• All hems include #2 brass grommets spaced every 18” top and
bottom and every 12” on sides
• All 9’ screens include a Center Tab with grommets for antibillowing installation (Figure 3)
• Optionally, 9’ screens may substitute a Center Reinforcement Tape
(CRT) with grommets that can be laced to the fence (Figure 4)

VCP Max™

(Figure 1) VCP with
3-Ply Hems

(Figure 3) VCP with
Center Tab with Grommets

(Figure 2) OMP with
4-Ply Hems

(Figure 4) OMP with (CRT)
Center Reinforcement Tape

AVR Reinforced air
vents, installed at 10’
intervals, are optional on
all windscreens and are
recommended for closed
mesh screens and 9’
high screens.
21002
$6.00
AV Die-cut and heat
sealed air vents are
available for vinyl-coated
polyester screens only.
Recommended for all
VCP screens
21001
$2.00

Douglas SportScreen
®

Printed Logos and Advertisements

Customize your VCP windscreen with your school name, logo or mascot. Windscreen is digitally printed with our high-quality UV digital printing process. Our elite printing process allows us to
print directly on our material so there’s no white back side like other digital printing companies. Your printing and logos become part of the material. Your investment will not crack, peel or tear
like vinyl decals. Our digital printing allows for more detailed multi-color capabilities and has a quick turnaround and greater accuracy.

Printed Windscreen Standard Sizes

Choose from our standard windscreen banner sizes or
contact us with your specifications to receive a quote.

29960A
29960B
29960C
29960D

3’ x 6’
4’ x 6’
5’ x 6’
6’ x 6’

$169.00
$219.00
$269.00
$319.00

Estimated cost only. Design changes may incur additional charges.

1-800-478-6497

Batter’s Eye

Contact us for block lettering pricing.

Windscreen Installation Accessories

Custom made to your specifications from
polypropylene or vinyl coated polyester.
Framework and installation accessories
are not included. Contact us for more
information and pricing.

Plastic
C-Snap

32665
31663
32670
32675
31601M

3” S-Hook

1” S-Hook
3” S-Hook, Steel
Plated Steel C-Snap
Plastic C-Snap
3/16” Polypro Braided
Rope 1,000’/Roll

Tie Raps
TR-50P 7” Tie-rap with a 50 lb.
break strength and a plastic insert.
100 per package
31656
3#/1000 $5.00

Outfield Distance Markers
Measure: Horizontal: 48”W x 24”H
Vertical: 24”W x 60”H
Printed numbers are 16”H
These heavy-duty distance markers hang
on your outfield fence, with the distance
permanently marked. Banners are double
reinforced and double stitched around
the perimeter with grommets evenly
spaced for easy installation. Markers can
hang vertically or horizontally, please
specify when ordering. Choose from
mesh windscreen material or 18 oz vinyl.

Steel
C-Snap

6#/100
$.30 ea
5#/100
$.40 ea
4#/100
$.50 ea
2#/100
$.40 ea
14 lbs $39.00 ea

TR-120P 8” Tie-rap with a 120 lb.
break strength and a plastic insert.
100 per package
31657
4#/500
$12.00

MESH WINDSCREEN MATERIAL

SOLID VINYL MATERIAL

Banner Colors: Dark Green, Purple, Royal
Blue, Navy Blue, Burgundy, Red, Brown,
Orange, Yellow, Gray and Black

Banner Colors: Dark Green, Purple, Royal
Blue, Navy Blue, Red, Yellow, Gray, White,
and Black.

26815A Individual
26815B Set of 3
26815C Set of 5

26816A Individual
26816B Set of 3
26816C Set of 5

1 lbs. $109.00
3 lbs. $279.00
5 lbs. $429.00

1 lbs. $109.00
3 lbs. $279.00
5 lbs. $429.00

Additional material colors are available. Please specify desired printing color when ordering.
Estimated cost only. Design changes may incur additional charges.

VCP Windscreen

Braided
Rope

18 oz. Vinyl
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Protective Padding

Outdoor Protective Wall Padding
Application/Style Options:
• Concrete, Block or Wood Walls: Plywood
backed padding with z-clip channels on
the top and bottom
• Chain Link Fence: Plywood backed
padding with a bolt/backup plate
• Chain Link Fence: Sewn padding includes
flap with grommets on the top and
bottom (no plywood backing)

Specifications:
• Up to 4’ X 8’ available
• Standard 3/4” thick exterior grade
plywood
• 3” thick high impact foam
• 18 oz. UV & weather resistant vinyl
• Standard Colors: dark green, black, royal
blue, navy blue and red.
Additional colors are available.

Custom Digital
Printing

Contact us
for additional
information
and pricing

Standard Folding Backstop Padding

Pads are made to fold down to 2’ wide panels for easy storage and shipping. Constructed of 2”polyfoam
encased in 18 oz vinyl. Grommets are spaced evenly along top, bottom and sides for anchoring. Available
colors include Black, Dark Green, Gray, Kelly Green, Navy, Red, Royal Blue and Yellow.
36993A
36993B
36993C
36993D

3’ H
3’ H
3’ H
3’ H

x 6’ L
x 8’ L
x 10’ L
x 12’ L

*
*
*
*

12 lbs.
16 lbs.
20 lbs.
24 lbs.

$159.00
$199.00
$229.00
$259.00

Additional colors and Logo printing is available,
please contact us for more information.

36994A
36994B
36994C
36994D

4’ H
4’ H
4’ H
4’ H

x 6’ L
x 8’ L
x 10 ’ L
x 12’ L

*
*
*
*

15 lbs.
20 lbs.
25 lbs
30 lbs.

$189.00
$239.00
$289.00
$339.00

Protective Padding
Douglas® Guard Rail Pads

Our guard rail pads are manufactured using 1” thick high-density
foam cores. Foam is 1” prime polyurethane 100+ ILD*. 18 oz vinyl
is UV and weather resistant and is available in a variety of colors
(See above samples). Padding fits up to 2” diameter poles.
Contact us for a quote for applications over 2”.
29217
.25 lbs
$7.00/ft

*

ADD CUSTOM PRINTING

Logo Vinyl Rail Wraps

A low cost solution for changing sponsors, advertisers or just to cover up existing damaged
guard rail covers. Simply secure vinyl rail wraps with plastic tie raps. Material is 18 oz UV and
weather resistant vinyl. Virtually any color and design is available with digital printed graphics.
Contact us for more information and pricing. (Item # 29219)

Safe Foam Padding

Ideal for fence tops, pipes and rails found around the baseball
field. Safe foam comes in 8’ sections and is pre-slit for easy
installation. Just cut-to-length, miter corners then secure with
tie-wraps. Fits completely over any round pipe that is 2-1/8” in
diameter or across chain link fence tops. Outside diameter is
3-5/8” with a 3/4” wall thickness and 2-1/8” inside diameter.
Foam has a colored tough-skin coating and a 5-year warranty.
Minimum order of 6 sections. Available in Yellow (YW), Blue (RB),
Red (RD), Green(GN) or Black(BK). Please specify color choice
when ordering. Ask about discounts on large quantity orders.
36402(XX) Per 8’ Section 3 lbs.
$34.00

*

19” Colored Tie-Raps
One pack of 100 tie wraps secures
up to twelve 8’ pieces of foam.
Available in Yellow (YW), Red (RD),
Green(GN) or Black(BK).
36403(XX) Pack of 100
1 lbs.
$24.00
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Aluminum Benches

SPECIFICATIONS:
Legs and back support braces are constructed of durable
2-3/8” O.D. heavy-gauged galvanized steel. Seats and
backrests are of 10” wide anodized aluminum.

Available Styles and Sizes
Item #

Description

Unit Wt.

Price

Permanent Bench Without Back

OPTIONS:
Installation: Permanent, Portable & Surface mount
Style: With or Without Backrest
Length: 6’, 8’,12’, 15’, 21’ & 24’

36999PT06
36999PT08
36999PT12
36999PT15
36999PT21
36999PT24

6' Long
8' Long
12' Long
15' Long
21' Long
24' Long

58 lbs.*
62 lbs.*
80 lbs.*
85 lbs.*
132 lbs.*
148 lbs.*

$199.00
$219.00
$279.00
$299.00
$389.00
$449.00

95 lbs.*
102 lbs.*
140 lbs.*
150 lbs.*
220 lbs.*
255 lbs.*

$329.00
$359.00
$499.00
$559.00
$729.00
$849.00

63 lbs.*
66 lbs.*
87 lbs.*
92 lbs.*
141 lbs.*
159 lbs.*

$219.00
$239.00
$329.00
$349.00
$449.00
$529.00

128 lbs.*
135 lbs.*
177 lbs.*
188 lbs.*
262 lbs.*
301 lbs.*

$379.00
$409.00
$579.00
$629.00
$829.00
$979.00

55 lbs.*
59 lbs.*
76 lbs.*
81 lbs.*
126 lbs.*
141 lbs.*

$199.00
$219.00
$279.00
$299.00
$389.00
$449.00

Permanent Bench With Back

Permanent without Backrest

36999PTB06
36999PTB08
36999PTB12
36999PTB15
36999PTB21
36999PTB24

Permanent with Backrest

6' Long
8' Long
12' Long
15' Long
21' Long
24' Long

Portable Bench Without Back
36999PE06
36999PE08
36999PE12
36999PE15
36999PE21
36999PE24

6' Long
8' Long
12' Long
15' Long
21' Long
24' Long

Portable Bench With Back

Portable without Backrest

36999PEB06
36999PEB08
36999PEB12
36999PEB15
36999PEB21
36999PEB24

Surface mount with Back Rest

6' Long
8' Long
12' Long
15' Long
21' Long
24' Long

Surface Mount Bench Without Back

Surface Mount without Backrest

36999S06
36999S08
36999S12
36999S15
36999S21
36999S24

Surface Mount with Backrest

Surface Mount Bench With Back (with Galvanized Steel Legs)

Powder Coated Finish

Add color to your benches. Colors listed are stocked colors and are available with items that have 7’6” and 15’ seat
planks only. Choose from Red, Green, Royal Blue and Navy. Contact us for Pricing.

Aluminum Scorers Table with Bench

All aluminum construction table and bench are 7.5’ long.
Features 10” anodized or powder coated aluminum seat
plank with 20” ribbed aluminum table top. Color options
include: Natural (anodized aluminum), Red, Green, Royal
Blue or Navy Blue.
36995
36995RD
36995GN
36995RB
36995NB

Natural Finish
Red
Green
Royal Blue
Navy Blue

135 lbs
135 lbs
135 lbs
135 lbs
135 lbs

6' Long
8' Long
12' Long
15' Long
21' Long
24' Long

$549.00
$599.00
$599.00
$599.00
$599.00

36999SB06
36999SB08
36999SB12
36999SB15
36999SB21
36999SB24

6' Long
8' Long
12' Long
15' Long
21' Long
24' Long

90 lbs.*
96 lbs.*
133 lbs.*
144 lbs.*
211 lbs.*
243 lbs.*

$339.00
$369.00
$579.00
$359.00
$749.00
$879.00

The non-elevated aluminum bleachers provide an affordable system for all your basic bleacher needs. All
bleachers include 2”x 10” anodized seat plank, single (1) 2”x 10” mill finish foot planks on rows 2-3 and
double (2) 2”x 10” foot planks and riser plank on rows 4 and above. Guardrails are included on all systems
with 5 rows of seating or more. Our 3 row bleachers top seat height is under 30” so guardrail and riser are
not required to meet building and safety codes. All bleachers should be anchored to resist wind loads. A
local code authority should be contacted for compliance with your applicable codes.
3 ROW MODELS
5, 8 AND 10 ROW MODELS
• 16” first seat height
• 17” first seat height
• 6” rise/24” run per row
• 8” rise/24” run per row
• Top seat under 30” high
• 2” x 10” anodized aluminum seats Chain link guardrail
• 2” x 10” aluminum seat plank
included
• (1) 2” x 10” aluminum foot plank
• 2” x 10” aluminum foot plank under seat rows 2-3
• Guardrail risers not required by
• (2) 2” x 10” aluminum foot plank under seat rows 4 and up
most safety codes
• 1 x 6 riser plank under seat rows 4 and up
• 2” x 10” riser plank, top row

Aluminum Benches
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Available Styles and Sizes
Item #

Description

# of Seats

Unit Wt.

Price

Aluminum Non-Elevated Bleachers
3 Rows:
$599.00

36999A07

7'6" Long

15 seats

186 lbs.*

36999A15

15' Long

30 seats

289 lbs.*

$999.00

36999A21

21' Long

42 seats

403 lbs.*

$1,399.00

36999A24

24' Long

48 seats

465 lbs.*

$1,599.00

36999A27

27' Long

54 seats

502 lbs.*

$1,699.00
$3,399.00

5 Rows:
36999B15

15' Long

50 seats

953 lbs.*

36999B21

21' Long

70 seats

1246 lbs.*

$4,399.00

36999B24

24' Long

80 seats

1434 lbs.*

$4,999.00

36999B27

27' Long

90 seats

1540 lbs.*

$5,399.00

8 Rows:
36999C15

15' Long

80 seats

1666 lbs.*

$5,699.00

36999C21

21' Long

112 seats

2164 lbs.*

$7,399.00

36999C24

24' Long

128 seats

2513 lbs.*

$8,599.00

27' Long

144 seats

2699 lbs.*

$8,999.00
$7,199.00

36999C27

10 Rows:
36999D15

15' Long

100 seats

2170 lbs.*

36999D21

21' Long

140 seats

2836 lbs.*

$9,299.00

36999D24

24' Long

160 seats

3310 lbs.*

$10,699.00

36999D27

27' Long

180 seats

3548 lbs.*

$11,599.00

Powder Coated Finish

National Recreation Systems’ aluminum planks are available with Powder Coated seats. Add your
team colors with our protective Powder Coat to improve appearance or to reduce glare. Available in
stock lengths. Choose from Red, Green, Royal Blue and Navy. Contact us for Pricing.

Bleacher Enclosures

Increase safety by preventing unwanted traffic and accidents from occurring underneath
bleachers while improving the appearance of your bleachers and entire facility. Digitally
printed logos and lettering are available to promote the school, facility or sponsors. Enclosures are custom made from 18 oz. heavy-duty solid vinyl or VCP vinyl coated windscreen
mesh. The perimeter is reinforced with hems and brass grommets. See page 10 for VCP
pricing. Contact us with your dimensions for a quote.
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Outfield Products

Professional Foul Pole

Addition to any ball field, this pair of
Professional Foul Poles clearly marks
the difference between a home run
and a foul ball. Players, fans and
officials can make the call in any
conditions, day or night, thanks to the
bright yellow coating and expanded
metal wings. Heavy-duty, powdercoat
steel means the poles are built to
withstand harsh weather and line-drive
home runs. Constructed of heavy-duty
3.5” OD 13 gauge steel pipe with an
18” wide expanded metal wing. Bright
yellow makes it easy to track the ball
as it crosses past the poles. Sold per
pair.

Poly-Cap

36650

20’ Above Ground, 		
12’ wing
362 lbs.
$1,199.00
36650A 15’ Above Ground,
8’ wing
272 lbs.
$999.00
36650B 12’ Above Ground,
6’ wing
220 lbs.
$799.00
36650GS Ground Sleeves
42 lbs.
$349.00

Poly-Cap is UV treated and is available in Bright Yellow (standard), Orange,
Dark Green or Black. Improves safety and makes any field more attractive.
Comes pre-slit and ready to install. Yellow or Dark Green 18” UV tie-raps are
recommended every 3’ to secure poly-cap to fence. 2- Year warranty. Please
specify desired color when ordering.
36966 250’ roll
85 lbs.
$169.00
36960 100’ roll
35 lbs.
$99.00
36968 Package 100 ties
1 lb.
$24.00

*
*

Poly-Cap Installer Tool
Install 100’ in less than 10 minutes!
36969
each
3 lbs.*
$59.00

Fence Guard

Eliminate chain link injuries and add some color to your park.
Our premium quality protective fence covers offer the highest
level of player protection. Don’t be fooled by low cost, thin
walled look-a-likes, demand the best! The professional teardrop
shaped profile is easy to install with just one person. Exterior
grade UV resistant polyethylene construction is maintenance
free and is designed to be the longest lasting fence cap
available. Pre-drilled every 24” and includes ties for securing
to the fence. Available in 3 grades of durability with 6 colors to
choose from. Comes in 7’ sections; in 84’ cartons only.

Lite (.05 wall thickness) 1-year limited warranty.
Available in Yellow, Forest Green, Red and Blue.
36984L
2-5/8”W x 4”H x 8’L 28 lbs.
$.98 ft.
($82.32 Per Carton)

*

Standard (.07 wall thickness) 3-year limited warranty.
Available in Yellow, Forest Green, Red, Blue, Orange & white.
$1.45 ft.
36984
2-5/8”W x 4”H x 8’L 40 lbs.
($121.80 Per Carton)

*

Premium (.10 wall thickness) 5-year limited warranty.
Available in Yellow, Forest Green, Red and Blue.
$2.15 ft.
36982
3”W x 4-1/2”H x 8’L 42 lbs.
($180.60 Per Carton)

*

20’

20’

Aluminum Foul Poles

PlayersGoal® Foul Poles are manufactured from 4”(15’ and
20’) or 6.625”(30’ and 40’) outside diameter aluminum
pipe and are available in standard above ground heights of
15’, 20’, 30’ and 40’. Poles have a standard powder coated
yellow finish. White or orange are available upon request to
meet current recommended NCAA softball field of play. All
foul poles utilize ground sleeves with corresponding caps
or a base plate mounting system for a semi-permanent
installation, and are available with or without a wing.
Standard wings start 8’ above finished grade and consist of
1/8” stamped aluminum sheet with double reinforced bends
making them much more durable and longer lasting than
weaker competitive mesh products. Custom foul pole heights
and/or wing sizes are available, upon request. Please specify
color and ground sleeve or plate mounted when ordering.

40’

*
*
*
*

36651
15’ Above Ground, 7’ Wing
110 lbs.
36652
20’ Above Ground, 12’ Wing
164 lbs.
36653
30’ Above Ground, 22’ Wing
236 lbs.
36654
40’ Above Ground, 32’ Wing
330 lbs.
Please specify ground sleeve or plate mounted when ordering

$1,799.00/pair
$2,099.00/pair
$4,699.00/pair
$5,799.00/pair

Outfield Fencing

VISIT: www.NationalSportsProducts.com
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60” Smartpole Set
Includes (16) poles and (16) - 12” sockets. Quick installation using the punch-pilot hole tool, socket setter and installation sheet.
To install, place poles at 10’ intervals, hang fencing on cap and
sleeves then adjust tension as needed.
30520
24 lbs.
$349.00
60” Smartstakes Set
Includes (16) SmartStakes with points for temporary fence applications. Install quickly with the enclosed pilot hole tool. Drive
the SmartStakes into the ground at desired location, then hang
fencing on caps and sleeves and adjust the tension as needed.
30525
25 lbs.
$299.00

Portable Outfield Fencing

Composed of woven polyester material which is coated with colored vinyl to
seal in strength, durability and color. This is an ideal material for use as a stand
alone outfield fence when combined with staking systems. Finished rolls are
48” W x 150’L. Available in Dark Green, Red and Royal Blue. Please specify
color when ordering.
30510 Package 1: 150’ fencing and 16 SmartPoles 48 lbs. $499.00
30515 Package 2: 150’ fencing and 16 SmartStakes 49 lbs. $449.00
30516 Additional Ground Sockets (16 Qty)
8 lbs. $119.00
30501 Replacement Dark Green Roll
24 lbs. $229.00
30502 Replacement Red Roll
24 lbs. $229.00
30503 Replacement Royal Blue Roll
24 lbs. $229.00

Enduro Fencing with Yellow Top Tape

Simply slide the poles through the permanent vinyl pockets in the mesh fencing
and drive the pole into the turf with a rubber mallet. No ropes, ties, clips or
hooks are needed, the vinyl pockets spaced every 10’, create an attachment to
the pole that is uniform top to bottom. Fencing is 4’ high. Steel pilot hole tool
is included for hard ground. Optional ground sockets available.

on Enduro Fencing

Place your o
rder: 1-800-478-6497
www.nationalsportsproducts.com

Prices change frequently! Also, some manufacturers only allow us to print the
MAP (Minimum Advertising Price) in our catalog, even though we may sell for less.
Contact us for details or check our website for current pricing.

Enduro Fencing Packages
Includes revolutionary Enduro mesh fencing material with permanent vinyl
pole pockets, poles and pilot hole tool. Specify Dark Green(G), Red(R) or Royal
Blue(B).
30550 50’ Fence Package, 6 poles and pilot tool
50 lbs. $329.00
30551 150’ Fence Package, 16 poles and pilot tool 150 lbs. $699.00
One Piece Enduro Fence System
Revolutionary Enduro Fencing is now available fabricated in one piece to create
a homerun fence without gaps or overlap. Your system will include a single
piece of fencing with pockets, poles, a pilot hole tool for hard ground & a 300’
tape measure to assist with proper pole layout. Ground sockets are optional.
Available in Dark Green only.
30552 200’ Homerun Fence System
185 lbs. $1,599.00
Includes: 314’ of fencing, 32 poles,
pilot hole tool and tape measure.
30552S 32 ground sockets and caps for
35 lbs. $199.00
200’ Homerun Fence
30553 300’ Homerun Fence System
245 lbs. $2,199.00
Includes: 471’ of fencing, 48 poles,
pilot hole tool and tape measure.
30553S 48 ground sockets and caps for
52 lbs. $299.00
300’ Homerun Fence
Fence Only
Available in Dark Green(G), Red(R) and Royal Blue(B).
30550F 50’ Fence Only
30551F 150’ Fence Only

15 lbs.
45 lbs.

$229.00
$549.00
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Field Covers

Say goodbye to rainouts! A dry field improves the level of play,
minimizes field repairs and starts the game on time!

Tarp Rollers

Rollers are constructed of high-density plastic with a corrugated
exterior and a smooth interior. Outer diameter is 28"and are
available in lengths of 20’, 34' and 40’. 34’ and 40’ rollers
consist of two sections and one coupler.
$599.00
36662
20’L (1 section)
240 lbs.
36663
34’L (2 sections)
375 lbs.
$935.00
36664
40’L (2 sections)
480 lbs.
$1,099.00

*
*
*

Full Field Covers

Save your fields and your games from the damaging effects
of rain with these full field protective covers for baseball and
softball infields. These high-strength, long-lasting, reinforced
PVC and polyethylene fabrics keep your field dry. Covers are
waterproof and rot-resistant. Constructed of 6 oz or 10 oz reinforced polyethylene with grommets at 10' -12' intervals. Plastic,
easy-grip pull handles are spaced every 10'-12'. 2-year pro-rated
warranty. Logo printing is available on 10 oz white vinyl, contact
us for pricing.

6 oz Silver/White
36973 90’ x 90' Little League
36972 120’ x 120’ Softball
36971 160’ x 160’ Baseball
36970 170’ x 170’ Baseball

*
*
*
*

570 lbs.
975 lbs.
1900 lbs.
1980 lbs.

10 oz White Vinyl - - Logo Printing Available
800 lbs.
36973P 90’ x 90' Little League
36972P 120’ x 120’ Softball
1400 lbs.
36971P 160’ x 160’ Baseball
2500 lbs.
2800 lbs.
36970P 170’ x 170’ Baseball

*
*
*
*

$1,599.00
$2,699.00
$4,799.00
$5,299.00
$3,799.00
$6,799.00
$11,999.00
$13,999.00

Custom Protective Cover for Field Tarps

Custom protective cover for full field tarps are constructed of
18 oz vinyl and are available in 20 colors. Block letters are
available to spell your team or mascot.
25 lbs
$199.00
36662C 20’L custom cover
36663C 30’L custom cover
30 lbs
$289.00
36665C 34’L custom cover
33 lbs
$319.00
35 lbs
$359.00
36664C 40’L custom cover
36667
Add 20”H white block letters		
$39.00

*
*
*
*

SOLD PER LETTER

Infield Grass Protectors

Infield grass protectors reduce damage to your natural turf in front of and
around the batting cage and other high-wear areas. Protectors are available
in standard 8 oz and in heavy-duty 14 oz vinyl coated polyester mesh.
Lightweight material allow for easy installation and removal. Protectors are
double-stitched on all four sides with brass grommets placed evenly around the
perimeter. Available colors include: dark green, royal blue, black, red, purple or
navy. Custom sizes are available, call for samples and information.

PROTECT YOUR TURF FROM WEAR AND TEAR!
Standard Vinyl Coated Mesh,
8 oz./sq. yd. 3 Year Warranty
26514 54’ x 15’ x 24’
30 lbs
26512 64’ x 20’ x 24’
48 lbs

Heavy-Duty Vinyl Coated Mesh (Spike-Proof),
14 oz./sq. yd. 5 Year Warranty
36812 56’ x 15’ x 26’
52 lbs $449.00
36813 64’ x 20’ x 24’
64 lbs $599.00
36814 70’ x 25’ x 20’
72 lbs $699.00
36811 2-Piece Collar
84 lbs $849.00

$299.00
$399.00

70’
64’
54’
15’

Personalize your Infield Protector
with your mascot or logo

20’

56’

25’

20’/24’/26 ’

The durable mesh fabric is designed
to withstand baseball cleat traffic!

Mound & Base Covers

Easy to move,
fold and store!

Logo Mound Cover

Constructed of premium heavy-duty 18 oz. UV and weather resistant vinyl with heat-sealed
seams and reinforced perimeters with grommets. Available in Dark Green, Black, Red and
Royal Blue (please call for availability of other colors). Logos and lettering are available with
any color combination and are printed in a 5’ x 10’ print area. Our digital printing process is
done with UV curable inks to ensure logos will be sharp, vibrant and long-lasting. Also great
for sponsorship opportunities.
Custom sizes also available, please call for more information and pricing.
26501L
26504L
26502L
26500L

18’ Diameter Pitcher’s Mound Cover w/ Logo
20’ Diameter Pitcher’s Mound Cover w/ Logo
26’ Diameter Home Plate Cover w/ Logo
30’ Diameter Home Plate Cover w/ Logo

55 lbs.
60 lbs.
75 lbs.
95 lbs.

$699.00
$799.00
$899.00
$999.00

Home Plate, Mound and Base Covers

Heat-sealed seams and reinforced perimeters with brass grommets provide extra durability.
Excellent to use while watering the field. Easy-to-install and remove.
Custom sizes are available, please call for pricing.
Standard Material
Constructed of 6oz polyethylene that is super light and mildew resistant.
Only available in reversible silver/white.
26508
26506G
26501G
26505
26503
26500G

AL
SPECIAGE
PACKICE
PR

10’ Square Base Cover (5.3 oz 9 mil.)	 5 lbs.
12’ Square Base Cover (5.3 oz 9 mil.)	 7 lbs.
18’ Diameter Pitcher’s Mound Cover
18 lbs.
20’ Diameter Pitcher’s Mound Cover
20 lbs.
26’ Diameter Home Plate Cover
30 lbs.
30’ Diameter Home Plate Cover
40 lbs.

$59.00
$69.00
$99.00
$119.00
$199.00
$259.00

Buy a set of Standard Material Covers and Receive 10% off!
Includes: (1) - Homeplate, (1) - Pitcher’s Mound Cover and (3) - Base Covers.

Weighted Mound and Base Covers

These durable mound covers are weighted within the hems to keep them in place. Covers do
not require sand bags or stakes. Made from premium heavy-duty 18 oz. vinyl that is both UV
and weather resistant. Perimeter has heat sealed seams that are reinforced with grommets.
Dark Green is standard; covers are also available in Black, Red and Royal Blue (please call for
availability of other colors). 3-year pro-rated warranty.
36318W
36320W
36326W
36330W

18’ Diameter Pitcher’s Mound Cover
20’ Diameter Pitcher’s Mound Cover
26’ Diameter Home Plate Cover
30’ Diameter Home Plate Cover

Field Cover Accessories
Field Saver Repair Tape, 3” x 60’ Roll
36668A 10 lbs.
$39.00
9” Anchor Stakes, 1 dozen
36668B
20 lbs.
$19.00
Polypro Sand Bags, Set of 20
36668C
20 lbs.
$29.00

70 lbs.
90 lbs.
120 lbs.
150 lbs.

$449.00
$499.00
$749.00
$849.00
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Heavyweight Material
Constructed of 18 oz coated vinyl.
Available colors include: dark green, black, red or royal blue.
26501H
18’ Diameter Pitcher’s Mound Cover
26504H
20’ Diameter Pitcher’s Mound Cover
26502H
26’ Diameter Home Plate Cover
26500H
30’ Diameter Home Plate Cover

31 lbs.
37 lbs.
62 lbs.
80 lbs.

*
*

$229.00
$269.00
$429.00
$579.00
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Turf
Quantity Discounts!

6’ On Deck Circle with Custom Logo

Turf Mats

Prevent ground damage and reduce field maintenance with
these high-quality, easy to roll up mats. Custom sizes are
available for batting tunnels. Choose from green or clay color.
Green Turf:
36720S Turf Mat, 3’ x 7’ (Softball)
21 lbs.
$99.00
36720 Turf Mat, 4’ x 6’ (Baseball)
21 lbs.
$99.00
36723 Turf Circle, 6’ Diameter
30 lbs. $139.00
36722 Turf Mat, 4’ x 12’
60 lbs. $169.00
36905 Turf Home Plate, 6’ x 12’ (Baseball) 66 lbs. $299.00
36906 Turf Home Plate, 7’ x 12’ (Softball) 76 lbs. $339.00

*
*
*
*
*
*

Clay Turf:
36905C Turf Home Plate, 6’ x 12’
36906C Turf Home Plate, 7’ x 12’

*
*

66 lbs.
76 lbs.

5 mm nylon mesh reinforced foam back will not mark
or scoot on gym or concrete floors. Rubber backing
leaves your expensive field mix on the field not in the
storage area. New technology allows for permanent
non-painted logos that are no longer cosmetic.
Mats can be used with steel spikes.
36723L1 One Color Logo 35lbs.
CALL
36723L2 Two Color Logo 35 lbs.
FOR
36723L3 Three Color Logo 35 lbs.
QUOTE
36723L4 Four Color Logo 35 lbs.

$299.00
$339.00

Turf Halo Mats

Made from spike proof Turf. Halo mats eliminate turf replacement and the need
for constant maintenance around home plate. Kits come pre-cut to fit a 13’
radius from the rear point of home plate. Requires a concrete or asphalt base
under the turf. Comes with a 5 mm foam pad backing.
36903
5’ Halo Kit w/o Wings
400 lbs.
$4,399.00
36903W
5’ Halo Kit with Wings
475 lbs.
$4,699.00
36904
10’ Halo Kit w/o Wings
800 lbs.
$5,599.00
36904W
10’ Halo Kit with Wings
875 lbs.
$6,199.00

*
*
*
*

Synthetic Sports Turf

Durable synthetic sports turf is sold in two grades and available
in 12' and 15' wide rolls. Can be used indoors or outdoors. Ideal
for batting cages and athletic facilities. Can be glued down, but
is not necessary due to the size and weight of the material. We
recommend a hitting mat be used for the home plate area.

Batter’s Box Foundation

Top View

Deluxe Very good quality turf with 3 mm foam backing.
36808
.90 lbs./sq ft
$2.29
Supreme Best quality turf with a 5 mm foam backing.
36809
.96 lbs./sq ft
$2.99

32” x 40” x 3/4” recycled rubber
mats eliminate deep holes in box
area. Bury under 3 - 4” of dirt or
clay. Ideal for youth through adult
fields. Sold per pair.
36730
44 lbs.
$349.00

Grate Protectors

Cover hazardous
drainage grates and utility
boxes with non-skid,
recycled material covers.
Water flows through,
diminishing the risk of
injuries to players and
spectators.

Side View

Rubber Mats

Prevent ground damage and reduce field maintenance
with these high-quality, easy to roll up mats.
36717 Rubber Mat, 4’ x 6’
72 lbs.
$99.00
36718 Rubber Mat, 4’ x 8’
96 lbs. $139.00
36719 Rubber Circle, 5’ Diameter 60 lbs. $199.00

BEFORE

AFTER

*
*
*

36732
36733

30”Diameter Circle
37” x 37” Rectangle

18 lbs
18 lbs.

$199.00
$199.00

Pro Mounds Practice Mounds All of our portable pitching mounds are

made out of heavy-duty, high-density foam. The combination of the foam core and the
rubber armor distinguishes these skid proof pitching mounds as the most durable and
lightweight models on the market today, guaranteeing not to damage any gym floors.
A regulation pitching rubber is attached to every mound. The Pro Model and Collegiate
mounds have two handles on each side for easy transport.

Practice Pitching Mounds
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Size: 10”H x 4’W x 9’ L (Collegiate size)
36580G Green Turf practice mound 126 lbs
36580C Clay Turf practice mound 126 lbs

*
*

$899.00
$899.00

Two-Piece models Lightweight, easy to store and move.
Custom interlocking system for stability.
36580FG Two-Piece, Green Turf
128 lbs
$999.00
36580FC Two-Piece, Clay Turf
128 lbs
$999.00

*
*

Size: 10”H x 5’W x 9’ L (Pro size)
36581G Turf practice mound
36581C Clay practice mound

140 lbs
140 lbs

Junior Mound 6”H x 30”W x 76”L
30000 Clay Turf
42 lbs

Two-piece model

*
*

$999.00
$999.00

$499.00

anywhere, and both indoors or outdoors. Mounds have multiple uses on baseball fields, gymnasiums, training centers and home backyards. Not for use with metal spikes. Manufactured using the patented ProMounds Rubber Armor Technology, it is designed to last.
4” Mound Clay

6” Portable Youth Pitching Mound

Official Little League pitching mound height specs
Measures 6” H x 4’4”W x 3’9”L. This quality designed
portable pitcher's mound can easily convert your softball
field into a youth league baseball field instantly. Perfect
for pitching a live game or to use for baseball pitching
practice to simulate a real game. Manufactured with
high density foam and protected for durability.
36588G Green
51 lbs
$499.00
36588C
Clay
51 lbs
$499.00

4” Portable Youth
Training Mound

Measures 4” H x 3’W x 2’L. Start your
baseball players practicing their form
correctly at an early age; you will be
investing in your players future, and helping
them to improve and enjoy this great game!
36583G Turf 21 lbs
$349.00
36583C Clay 21 lbs
$349.00

*
*

*
*

floors. Mats include an attached regulation pitching rubber. Cushioned backing allows pitcher’s to land on a consistent surface, reducing wear on the body.

Pitching Mat
with Powerline
3’ w x 10’ L. Has a 2”
inlaid white line for
precise training. Comes
with a convenient
carrying case.
36585
27 lbs.
$219.00

Pitching Lane Pro

3’ w x 10’ L. Has a 6” barrier
of white turf on either side
of the rubber, in addition
to the 2” inlaid powerline
which allows for more
precise training for pitchers
of all ages. Comes with a
convenient carrying case.
36585P 27 lbs. $239.00

Mini- Mat

Ultra portable
and affordable.
Easily aligns with
existing gym floor
lines for precise
training.
36585M 20 lbs.
$99.00

Game Mounds

Reinforced fiberglass game
mounds covered with
clay turf. Mounds have no
lips or edges. All mounds
feature a proper pitching
table and meet official
league specifications.

36997LL Youth
180 lbs. $2,399.00
6”h x 7’6"w x 9’6"l
36997P Intermediate
220 lbs. $2,599.00
8”h x 8’w x 10’l
36997 Official Senior League 340 lbs. $3,199.00
10”h x 9’6"w 12'l
36997G Regulation
260 lbs. $6,499.00
		10"H x 18’ L - Meets NCAA requirements

ProMounds Portable Practice Platform

Platforms are used to protect your baseball mound or sports
facility floor during batting practice and preserve them for
game-play. These pitching platforms are made of reinforced
aluminum and covered with spike-resistant artificial turf.
Has wheels for easy transport on and off your field without
damaging you grass surface. Welded aluminum handles for
easy portability. The batting practice platforms are available in
two sizes to accommodate every level of play.
36586 Collegiate
81 lbs.
$699.00
7’L x 3’W x 6"-10”H
36586P Pro Model
125 lbs.
$999.00
8’L x 4.5'W x 6”H

*
*

SOFTBALL

Jenny Finch Softball Pitching Mats Made from spike-resistant artificial turf with a special rubberized backing that is guaranteed not to slip on gym

*
*
*
*

YOUTH

ProMounds Youth Training and Game Portable, lightweight and durable, these training mounds can be used

4” Mound
Turf
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Bases

Base plugs and
ground sleeves are
sold separately.

Schutt® ProStyle Base

Heavy-duty molded white rubber cover over a
high density foam interior and an all welded
steel stanchion pan so there are no bolts to
come loose. Official size, 15”x 15”x 3”.
36522 Set of (3) bases 36 lbs. $129.00

Hollywood Impact® Bases
Original Jack Corbett® MLB®
Hollywood Base®

Used by all 30 Major League Baseball teams. Longest lasting prostyle base available, made from high-quality white rubber. The
1200 lbs. of tensile strength prevents tears and cuts while
the tapered lid digs into the dirt greatly reducing edge turn up.
36518
Set of 3 bases
39 lbs.
$209.00

Schutt® Impact Throw Down Bases

Throw down bases come without stanchion. Great for Indoor
use. Can be used with the Slide Rite™. See page 31.
36555 Set of (3) bases
27 lbs. $109.00

Created with a special high-quality rubber
compound, these revolutionary bases reduce
the chance of injury. The honeycomb interior
allows the base to compress on impact. Beveled
edges allow for safer sliding since there are no
sharp edges to slide into or step on. Official size,
15” x 15” x 2-1/2”.
36526 Set of (3) bases 28 lbs. $219.00

Hollywood Impact®
Double First Base

Unique design compresses upon impact; one-piece molded base -will not separate. Patented Chevron
design on underside of bases with a double anchoring system. Official size, 15” x 30” x 2-1/2”.
36528
Impact double first
26 lbs.
$149.00
36530H
Set of (2) Impact bases with Impact double first base
47 lbs.
$279.00

Schutt® Foam
Filled Bases

Set of three bases, each includes (2) nylon web straps and two
steel anchoring stakes. Premium quilted covers for long-lasting
life and durability. Recommended for all youth and recreation
levels of play. A mesh carrying bag is included.
36553
Youth, 14” x 14” x 2”
9 lbs
$49.00
36551
Varsity, 15” x 15” x 2”
13 lbs
$59.00

Waffle Style Throw Down Bases
Rubber Throw Down Bases

Set of (5) throw down bases includes (3) Bases,
(1) Home Plate and (1) Pitcher’s Plate.
36559 Set of (5) 6 lbs $19.00

Throw-down, solid white, molded rubber bases with waffle
style underside. Sold as a set of (3) bases in a mesh bag.
Home plate sold separately.
36550 Set of (3) bases
17 lbs. $39.00
36552 Home Plate, includes (3) spikes 7 lbs. $19.00

Bases & Accessories
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Hollywood Impact® Kwik-Release Base

Kwik-Release Bases disengage from base upon impact to reduce the risk of injury
to sliding players. 15” x 15” x 3”Bases easily install into standard 1-3/4” square
ground anchors. Rubber Base won’t absorb water and repels dirt. Youth and
Varsity resistance levels are available. Kwik-Release Base is fully compliant with
Little League® Rule 1.06 which states that all leagues must utilize bases that
disengage their anchor. Base plugs and ground anchors are sold separately.

Little League Approved
36529
36531
36529V
36531V

Youth Impact double first
Youth Set of 2 Bases w/ double 1st base
Varsity Impact double first
Varsity Set of 2 Bases w/ double 1st base

22 lbs.
45 lbs.
22 lbs.
45 lbs.

$199.00
$399.00
$199.00
$399.00

T Series Soft Touch® for Turf
Soft Touch® for Turf is designed for use on synthetic playing fields with a turf depth of
1”. The unique design requires no mounting system and sits securely on the synthetic
turf. Easy-to-install, Soft Touch® for Turf can remain in-ground year round or set up
for game-time. (Please note: These bases are not for use on carpet style turf)
36546B
36547
36548
36549

Set of 3 Bases, White
15" x 15" x 2-1/2"
Single First Base, Orange
Home Plate
Pitching Rubber

48 lbs.

$559.00

16 lbs.
22 lbs.
12 lbs.

$229.00
$189.00
$189.00

Soft Touch® bases are molded from durable cut resistant polyurethane. Made in the USA. Proven over 20
years of play, Soft Touch® bases outperform standard
bases and are fully warranted against failure due to
defective materials for one full year.

^ Ground Sleeve

All steel, female ground anchor
measuring: 8” x 1-1/2” x 1-1/2”
36564 Each 2 lbs. $8.00

^ Base Stake Plug

Round universal 1 x 1 orange
plug. Fits into a 11/2" ground
sleeve. Sold individually.
36512 1 lbs
$4.00

^ Base Plug
with Indicator
Schutt® Base Caddy™

An easy-to-use method of storing and transporting
bases. A bonus convenient digout tool is included. The
Base Caddy™ is built to accommodate all stanchiontype bases. You can also use the Base Caddy™ to hold
the bases while cleaning up to save time and mess.
Available in black only.
36565 33 lbs.
$269.00

Makes ground anchor
plugs easy to find. You
can drag over the plug
and still find it.
36514 Each
2 lbs. $9.00

> Schutt® Dual
Ground Sleeve

Official Size. Measures 24”
in length. Sold individually.
36592
4 lbs $29.00

^ Square Plug

Safe to use with tractors,
drags and rakes. Sold in
sets of (3).
36513 3 lbs $10.00

Dig Out Tool >

Designed to dig out and remove dirt and debris from ground
sleeves. Made from tempered steel with a wooden handle.
36560
2 lbs.
$8.00
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Home Plates & Pitching Rubbers

Anchor Home Plate

Highly durable molded rubber
construction with stanchion mounted steel plate.
Plate can easily be removed for maintenance or
storage. Ground Sleeve included.
36542
14 lbs.
$79.00

Hollywood MLB® Bury-All Home Plate

Maximum strength all rubber construction with a non-skid
rubber surface. No spikes are necessary for installation.
Ideal for permanent installation.
36540H		
24 lbs.
$110.00

5-Spike Home Plate

White top with 3/4” black beveled edge for safety.
Nuts are molded into bottom with five 4” zinc
plated metal spikes. Official size.
36544
12 lbs.
$29.00

Hollywood MLB® Pro Style
Universal Home Plate

Maximum strength home plate, suitable for
portable or temporary installation. Includes 7”
stanchion, (5) zinc plated spikes, (1) anchor and
(1) plug. Base is 1-1/2” thick.
36545		
28 lbs.
$129.00

Youth League
3-Spike
Schutt® Bury-All Home Plate

Highly durable all rubber construction with no corners or
edges to catch spikes. Non-skid, waterproof rubber surface.
36540
24 lbs.
$79.00

White molded rubber base
with 3-spikes. Sold individually.
36544BY 7 lbs
$19.00

Hollywood® Dual Stanchion Removable Pitching Rubbers
Available in youth size (18”) or official size (24”). Removable Pitching Rubbers
are easy to relocate for different levels of play. Ground sleeves are included.
36590
Official, 24” - Removable
16 lbs.
$99.00
36592
Replacement 24” Dual Ground Sleeve
4 lbs.
$29.00
36591
Youth, 18” - Removable
16 lbs.
$84.00
36593
Replacement 18” Dual Ground Sleeve
4 lbs.
$29.00

Hollywood® Step Down Pitching Rubber

Schutt 4-Way Pitching Rubbers

Highly durable, molded rubber construction with interior support tubing
for maximum longevity. Fill with dirt or concrete to increase stability.
Can be rotated for extended use.
36572
Official size, 6” x 24” 25 lbs.
$69.00
36574
Youth size, 4”x18”
10 lbs.
$49.00

Step style improves footing. Ultra-durable construction.
Reduces maintenance for upkeep of pitcher’s mound.
36576H Official size, 6” x 24” 20 lbs.
$89.00

Hollywood® MLB® 4-Sided Pitching Rubber
Ultra durable premium molded rubber design. Interior aluminum
tube for professional strength.
36572H Official size, 6” x 24” 20 lbs.
$119.00

Economy Pitching Rubbers

Great durability and economy. Heavy-duty molded white rubber.
Comes complete with metal inserts and (3) spikes for installation.
36556
Official size, 6” x 24” 8 lbs.
$24.00
36558
Youth size, 4” x 18”
6 lbs.
$19.00

Stepdown Pitching Rubbers

Step-down style for improved footing, reduces pitcher’s
mound maintenance. Heavy-duty white rubber cover.
36576
Official size, 24”
19 lbs.
$59.00
36578
Youth size, 18”
10 lbs.
$39.00

The Ultimate Pitcher's and Catcher's Plate™

Field Accessories
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Provides a great visual for pitchers and catchers. The plate highlights
3.5" on the plate and 3.5" off the plate. Keeps catchers centered
over the two white points, which represent the edge of a regular
plate (17" white point to white point). May also be used in hitting
drills such as "two-strike hitting" and "expanding the zone".
Constructed of durable, lightweight ABS with a high gloss finish.
Can be staked down (stakes not included).
36546
12 lbs.
$19.00

The Designated Hitter™
Home Plate
Extension
Throw Down

Orange rubber extension.
Measures 17”Wide x
25-1/4” Long.
36552XT
10 lbs
$14.00

The baseball/softball Designated Hitter™ gives the
figure of a batter for more realistic bullpen sessions.
The orange string attached to the "elbow" helps
players learn to pitch on the inside corner and
how to deal with hitters who crowd the plate. The
polyethylene silhouette is constructed of two-pieces
making it easy to transport. Beveled edges reduce
pitch deflections for greater safety. Can be used
indoors or outdoors. Choose from jersey colors red,
blue or gray in the youth or pro models.
36500 Pro Model (5'9")
75 lbs.
$319.00
36501 Youth Model (5'2") 72 lbs.
$319.00

Batter’s Box Folding Template

Lightweight aluminum frame template will
make striping your batter’s boxes quick and
easy. To use, simply line the handle up with the
straight side edge of home plate and you will
be square and the correct distance away from
home plate for proper alignment. Then, step
on template and leave a 2” wide impression to
chalk over. Folds in half with a double handle
for easy transport. Available in (3) sizes.
36755 4' x 6' Baseball 10 lbs. $199.00
36755S 3' x 7' Softball 10 lbs. $199.00
36755Y 3' x 6' Youth 10 lbs. $199.00

Economy Batter’s
Box Template

Quick push-button design allows for easy
assembly and disassembly. Heavy-duty
1” square galvanized steel construction
features a regulation size home plate
locator for easy alignment.
36756 4’ x 6’ Baseball
23 lbs.
$109.00
36756s 3’ x 7’ Softball
23 lbs.
$109.00

*
*

Cleat Cleaner

Tamp

All-steel welded construction
with a black powder coated
finish. 1/4” steel plate is
excellent for packing dirt or field
dressing around home plate and
mound area. Base measures 10”
x 10” with 42” handle.
36704 16 lbs.
$69.00

The rugged all rubber construction will
de-mud cleats quickly providing better
traction, decreased injuries, and cleaner
dressing rooms. Can be mounted to
treated lumber and buried in the ground
for permanent installation or thrown down
for temporary use. Measures 13” x 121/2” with 84 spike cleaners.
36760
5 lbs.
$29.00

1-800-478-6497 or Visit:
NationalSportsProducts.com

Fiberglass Measuring Tapes

Vinyl-coated fiberglass measuring tapes in ABS shatter resistant case.
The closed reel tapes have a flush-folding handle. The 200’ and 330’
tapes are open reel with handle and shoulder strap. All tapes are
calibrated in feet and meters.
36747A 50’ 2 lbs. $19.00
36747D 200’ 3 lbs. $29.00
36747B 100’ 2 lbs. $19.00
36747E 330’ 4 lbs. $39.00
36747C 165’ 3 lbs. $29.00

Field Lining Kit

Use ground sockets to permanently locate right and left foul lines
and create a “plumb” reference line to align home plate, pitcher’s
mound, 2nd base and dead center field. Kit includes: 6 sockets
with plugs, 4 lining pegs, 638’ roll of #30 heavy-duty twine, pilot
hole tube and socket setter.
36748
5 lbs.
$119.00

String Winder

The perfect complement to line
markers. The String Winder comes
with 450’ of heavy nylon twine.
Insure a straight line every time!
36747
3 lbs.
$39.00
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Field Maintenance Products

Dry Line Markers

Made of galvanized steel to prevent rusting.
Oversized foam rubber hand grips provide
operator comfort to mark 2” or 4” lines. The
instant on and off handle-mounted control lever
allows for precision marking.

36708
36707
36710
36709

4 wheels, 10” pneumatic tires, 100 lb. capacity
4 wheels, 10” pneumatic tires, 50 lb. capacity
4 wheels, 65 lb. capacity
2 wheels, 25 lb capacity

53 lbs.
40 lbs.
40 lbs.
20 lbs.

$299.00
$289.00
$249.00
$169.00

Mark 1

All metal construction for sturdiness and
durability. Comes fully assembled. 10” wheels.
Sprays one can and stores 12 cans. Spray width
is adjustable from 2” to 6”. Handle folds for
easy storage. Paint is not included.
36715
20 lbs.
$169.00

White Line Athletic Paint

Specially formulated to produce bright, durable lines on grass. All White Line paints are completely safe for
players and will not harm grass. The extremely durable, water-resistant formula will not wash away in the
rain. Non-clogging design allows the paint to completely empty, minimizing waste. The unique “stair step”
design of the universal tip fits nearly all paint stripers.
36715p
White
20 lbs.
$39.00
Colors include White, Hot Orange, Yellow, Blue, Red,
36715pc Colors
20 lbs.
$49.00
Turf Green, Light Blue or Black. Case of 12, 18 oz cans.

*
*

Drag Broom

84”wide broom is constructed of heavyduty aluminum with scarifying edge for
breaking up pack soils. This Drag Broom
has 3 rows of bristles to give your
playing surface a professional look.      
34845
15 lbs.
$189.00

*

Aluminum Maintenance Rake

This high-strength aluminum construction rake is
lightweight and versatile. One side rakes and the
other side levels.
36700
24”
30 lbs.
$39.00
36702
36”
30 lbs.
$49.00

Scarifer/Lute

30” wide for extra-fine grooming or smooth
finishing. One side has serrated teeth and the
other side is a leveler.
34825
5 lbs.
$49.00

Cocoa Mop

24”x 18” mop constructed from natural
cocoa fibers that “float” across the surface.
The mop produces a smooth finish with minimal movement and buildup of your infield
mix. Ideal for use around the mound, along
infield edges and baselines, and to groom
cutouts and other tight areas.
36737
12 lbs.
$119.00

Call Toll Free: 1-800-478-6497
or Visit us online:
NationalSportsProducts.com

Baserunner Rake

Field rake with telescopic handle that easily
adjusts from 39” to 70”. Rake knocks down
for easy storage. The 36” wide, high striking
edge is excellent for grading, while the
rounded teeth are non-gouging.
36703
7 lbs.
$89.00

Field Maintenance Products
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Cut-N-Level Drag Brush

Used in routine maintenance, the Cut-N-Level drag can be
used for rock removal, smoothing and leveling the field as the
need arises; saving hundreds of man hours normally needed to do
these jobs. It features flat steel cutting blades and a screen for rock
removal. The cutting blades are slotted and attached to the main
frame with bolts, allowing the operator the ability to adjust the
blades for the desired depth of cut. Frame and blades are galvanized.      
36738 6’w x 4’6”d
220 lbs.
$799.00

Super Sopper

Big League Field Drag

This field drag will condition a
5’ wide path on one pass. Designed
to break up dirt or cinders on the
baseball field or track. With bolts down, it tears up the dirt and with
angle iron down, it levels the playing surface. Features 46, half-inch
diameter bolts that protrude 2-1/2” from the frame. The bolts are
staggered with 3” gaps, and can be easily replaced when worn.
A heavy-duty chain trails the unit to break up any dirt clumps. Designed
to hold two cement building blocks (not included) for additional weight
when necessary. Replacement bolt kits are available.      
36739
110 lbs. $399.00

The Super Sopper picks up water and carries it
away from any playing surface. 14' x 20' filter
screen removes puddles from dirt infields. Works
on grass, tennis courts, or artificial surfaces.
36794
7 gallon
185 lbs.
$1,099.00
36795
14 gallon
225 lbs
$1,299.00

Diamond Digger
Field Groomer

The Diamond Digger is 14" wide x 6'
long with a hot dipped galvanized steel frame. Uses 4.5"
sharpened and hardened steel cutting teeth. Pull chain is provided
on front, hooks on rear for attachment with a drag mat (sold
separately). No-flat wheels allow for easy transport on and off
the field. Remove wheels and turn over to use as a leveling sled.
Recommended to be pulled by a tractor.
36742
150 lbs.
$499.00

Diamond Pump

Remove excess water with this lightweight pump.
Pumps 18-20 gallons per minute and will not clog
due to it’s unique design. Just place in water and
start pumping. Extra hose lengths are available.
Two feet of hose is included.
36796		
8 lbs. $119.00
Extra 1-1/2” PVC hose
36918A 25’
15 lbs. $59.00
36918B 50’
30 lbs $99.00
36918C 75’
45 lbs $139.00

Cutting Bar
Steel Drag Mats

Professional all-steel drag mats
include drag bar and rope.
Available in 5 sizes. Mesh material
is 3/8” by .046 galvanized steel.
Perfect for general grooming and
maintenance.

36728
36724
36727
36726
36721

3’W x 4’L
25 lbs.
3’W x 5’L
27 lbs.
6’W x 3’L
32 lbs.
6’W x 6’L
61 lbs.
10’W x 6’L 120 lbs.

$149.00
$169.00
$209.00
$299.00
$579.00

Unique 6’ asymmetrical cutting
bar levels and smooths rough
spots and eliminates ridge buildups. The cutting bar is sized to
match our 6’ x 6’ drag mats and
includes quick link attachments.
Drag mat sold separately.      
36729 22 lbs.
$169.00

Cocoa Drag Mat

Constructed from natural cocoa fibers that “float” across
the surface producing a smooth finish with minimal
movement and buildup of your infield mix. Unlike steel
drags, cocoa mats drastically reduce the accumulation of
dirt. Flip the drag over and use the solid steel twin-bladed
cutting edge for shaving off high spots and filling in the
low. 2’ deep drags include a tow rope with wood handle
while the 4’ deep drag includes a HD tow chain at no
additional cost.       
36734
4’ x 2’
27 lbs.
$149.00
36735
6’ x 2’(shown)
39 lbs.
$189.00
36736
6’ x 4’
66 lbs.
$299.00

*
*
*

Puddle Pillows

Drastically reduce the time it takes to remove water
puddles from your field. Constructed from heavyduty filtering fabric, the pillow allows water to flow
through, but not the dirt. Can be used time and time
again. Simply place in standing water, when saturated,
remove and squeeze dry. Pillows are seamed in the
middle creating 2 “pockets” which allow the pillows
to be hung over the fence to dry. 10 pillows per case,
each pillow can absorb up to 3.5 liters of water.
36761 Case of 10 pillows
12 lbs.
$99.00
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Portable/Pop-up Screens

Bownet Big Mouth Screen

This 7x7 portable sports net works great for soft-toss, batting tee
practice, and pitching practice. The key to the product design is the
“bow” in the poles, which allows the poles to flex, and puts less
stress on the net. Big Mouth in the center collects baseballs or
softballs. It’s the perfect soft-toss net for all ages. Includes
48” x 12” carry bag.
36495
20 lbs
$149.00

Bownet Soft-Toss Screen

This 7x7 portable sports net works great for soft-toss, batting tee
practice, pitching practice and protection. The key to the product
design is the “bow” in the poles, which allows the poles to flex,
and puts less stress on the net. The perfect soft-toss net for all
ages. Includes 48” x 12” carry bag.
36496
20 lbs
$139.00

Bownet Pitching Screen

An ideal choice for travel teams, backyard practice, and anyone
who needs to bring a pitching screen to and from the practice
field. The lightweight yet durable design makes it a great
alternative to traditional L Screens, which can be heavy and
difficult to move. Note: Not recommended for commercial use.
Includes 48” x 12” carry bag.
36499
18 lbs
$199.00

Thicker fiberglass
poles for better energy
absorption

Larger and stronger, the Elite Series are
designed for the heavy hitters, and meant
to withstand the rigorous drills of college
players and up thru the pros. Heavier gage
netting, strong canvas trim, heavy duty steel
legs and thicker fiberglass poles make these
nets the most durable in the industry and
with Bownet’s Energy Absorption System
(EAS®) these nets have an advantage and
will outlast traditional steel frame nets.

Protection Elite

The Bownet Elite Protection net is the heavy
duty protection net in the Bownet line-up.
Standing 8’ x 8’ this protection net offers the
tougher Elite netting and thick black canvas
trim. Heavyweight steel collapsible legs
makes this the best choice for coaches.
Carry bag measures 48” x 7 x 6”.
36496E
33 lbs
$299.00

Netting is
attached to frame
for stronger hold and
allows for quicker set-up
and take down but can still
be replaced if needed

Heavy
duty steel
collapsible
legs for easy
set-up

Strong
canvas
trim and
heavier
gage
netting.

All Elite portable nets easily setup in 90 seconds and include a convenient carrying bag.

Mega Mouth Elite

Bownet’s Mega Mouth Elite is an 8’ x 8’
portable elite sports net that works great
for soft-toss, batting tee practice, pitching
practice and protection. Non-marking rubber
feet makes it great for indoors or out. Carry
bag measures 48” x 7 x 6”
36492E
33 lbs
$299.00

Big Mouth Elite

Meet the big brother to the Bownet Big
Mouth, standing 8’ x 8’ this batting and
pitching practice net is sure to become a
favorite in the semi-pro and elite sports
industry. Carry bag measures 48” x 7 x 6”.
36495E
33 lbs
$299.00

L-Screen Elite

Protect yourself during pitching practice
from the heavy hitters with the L-Screen
Elite. Heavy duty knotted screen offers the
most protection available. Non-marking
rubber feet makes it great for indoors or out.
Flip either direction for right or left handed
pitchers. Carry bag measures 48” x 7 x 6”.
36493E
33 lbs
$299.00

Training Aids

Sturdiest in the industry
–solid base prevents
toppling. 22” to 47”
adjustable hitting height.
Great for hitting practice.
36636 Batting 15 lbs.
Tee
$19.00
36637 Replacement 5 lbs.
Tubes
$8.00

Ultra lightweight portable training
station for use at all levels of play.
Top rubber tip folds over on impact,
while tee remains upright. Folding
base fits into a convenient, waterresistant carrying bag (included).
36503 Travel Tee
8 lbs.
		
$29.00
36503B Replacement 2 lbs.
Tube
$8.00

*
*

PVTee
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<

Batting Tee

<

< Schutt®
Ultimate Travel Tee™

<

The PVTee utilizes a unique magnet to allow
the Tee to break down in one second and be
put in the equipment bag for travel. It has a
weighted base that holds the tee in place,
and its flexible pivot joint allows the impact
of a mis-hits to be realized in the pivot joint,
not the other tee components. The flexible
pivot joint also takes the impact away from
the batters hands and helps eliminates bat
damage. Allows for continuous training by
being virtually impossible to tip over.
36630 PVTee
35 lbs $109.00
Height: 27”-47”

Multi-Position Batting Tee

With two tubes and five position settings you can teach proper swing
mechanics and the correct contact points for nearly any pitch inside
the strike zone. 17” home plate base is pro quality injection molded.
Two adjustable ball holders adjust from 20 - 36” in height.
36638 20 lbs $69.00

36631 Replacement
PVTee Top
36632 Replacement

2 lbs $20.00
5 lbs $49.00

PVTee Low Stem Top.
Height: 20”-26”

Schutt® Swing Rite™

<

< Jugs® Toss Machine

Used to improve hand-eye coordination and hitting mechanics. The easy
toss eliminates the need for a teammate or coach to toss the balls. Machine
automatically tosses a ball every five seconds, in an arc of about eight feet.
Softball and baseball compatibility with a capacity of 14 baseballs or 10 softballs.
Uses an internal rechargeable battery (charger included) 1-year warranty.
36641
13 lbs.
$229.00

The unique 48 hole construction allows for regular and enlarged
strike zones. Isolates and corrects hitting problems. Dual stems
help hitting both inside and outside pitches.
Stems are adjustable up and down.
Folds easily into a compact size of
21” x 26-7/8”x 2-1/2” with a handle.
36635 23lbs.
$169.00

Schutt® Slide-Rite™

*

Teaches sliding and diving skills used in baseball, softball, football, and soccer. The sliding
pad is constructed of durable cordura with an open-cell foam cushion inside the mat. Each
model is 2-1/2” thick. Sliding sheet on top is made of canvas and can be used for all types
of slides. Durability allows for daily not just occasional, practice. Base is not included.
36505 Standard, 42” x 12’
21 lbs.
$299.00

*

Rolls up for compact storage

Bratt Bat

The Bratt Bat develops dynamic strength, which means quickness and power. It will add points
to both your batting average and increase home runs. The Lexan plastic tube and hard wood
handle make it virtually indestructible and one of the safest on-deck products available.
36388A Bratt Bat 35”/80 oz.
20 lbs
$119.00
36388B Bratt Bat 35”/100 oz.
20 lbs
$119.00

Flex Net

Suitable for indoor or outdoor use, this net is
portable and easy to set up. Flexible carbon
fiber arms suspend 7’ x 7’ net. Painted steel
base and carbon net supports. Convenient
travel bag included.
36491
28 lbs
$79.00

Flex Net Big Mouth

Same features as the standard flex net and
includes a large center catch net for ball
control. Two ground stakes are included.
36492
28 lbs
$89.00

Dirx™ Warm-up Bat

Simulates the natural feel of your bat. Patented adjustable weight. Approved by the ASA,
USSA, and for use by the National Federation of State High School Associations.
36506S 34”/80oz. (for youth baseball and girls softball)
6 lbs. $69.00
36506B 34”/90oz. (high school/college baseball and softball)
7 lbs. $69.00

Dead-on Strike Zone

Target training system increases accuracy and
consistency through reducing visual “noise”
during training. Strike zone target directs the
pitcher to take aim at specific points. Patented
target designed to increase focus. Heavy-duty
construction provides years of use.
36490
36 lbs
$139.00

Easton® Maple Fungo

This 37” fungo is constructed from rock hard
north American maple for lasting durability.
Large engraved barrel with cupped end making this fungo very light and easy to swing.
Available in Black(BK), Clear(CL), Green(GR),
Honey(HN), Navy(NB), Orange(OR), Purple(PR),
Red(RD), Royal(RB) and Yellow(YW)
36378(XX) 10 lbs
$79.00
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Equipment

Schutt Wheeled Equipment Bag
Personal Equipment Bag

Team Wheeled Bag

This extra large capacity wheeled gear bag measures 39”L x 16”W x 14”H. The bag features a
telescoping handle for efficient transportation, reinforced straps to stabilize load disbursement,
a full bottom rail for added structure and durability and maximum strength zippers to prevent
blowouts. Tank wheels are wide set with full axel to prevent tip-overs.
36775B
Black
25 lbs
$199.00

This square-shaped extra large equipment bag
measures 35”L x 15”W x 12”H. Features large
U-shaped opening with a heavy duty zipper.
Constructed of 600D polyester.
36776
Black
10 lbs
$49.00

Battyshack
Dugout Organizer

Constructed of heavy duty 1.5” OD powder
coated steel. Large capacity basket holds
hundreds of balls
and measures 20”W
x 25”L x 16”D.
Oversized 14”
No-flat tires.
36676
30 lbs.
$199.00

Tidi-Cooler
Stand Set

Includes aluminum stand,
trash can, 5 Gallon Igloo®
cooler, locking cable
and cup dispenser. Only
available in green.
34912 Green
45 lbs. $289.00

Easton® Six
Gallon Bucket

Six gallon bucket with
cushioned lid/seat.
36673 10 lbs
$19.00

Water Coolers
Lightweight insulated
Igloo® coolers. Holds
five gallons.
34900 Dark Green
7 lbs. $69.00

Bat Caddy

Helmet Caddy

Made from heavy duty
600 denier reinforced
vinyl with mesh pockets
to see bat sizes. Holds
8 bats and attaches to
chain link fences. Rolls
up for storage. Available
in black only.
36741
2 lbs.
$49.00

Made from heavy-duty
600 denier reinforced
vinyl with mesh pockets.
Holds 8 helmets and
attaches to chain link
fences. Rolls up for
storage. Available in
black only.
36740
2 lbs.
$49.00

Heavy-duty plastic
construction holds (5)
softballs or (6)baseballs and
up to (12) bats. Mounted
batting order chart made of
dry erase material (markers
not included). Easily mounts
on any surface.
36753
4 lbs.
$69.00

Ball Cart

Rugged oversize wheels provide stability on any
surface. Bag has a fully reinforced bottom with rails
to keep your bag off the ground. Adjustable and
detachable shoulder strap with carrying handle.
Extendable handle for easy rolling. Full length inside
mesh pockets. Dimensions: 34”L x 14.5”W x 16”w.
36775
Black 25 lbs
$99.00

Baseball Equipment Cart

Transport your equipment to and from the field. Bat
dividers allow for up to 24 bats and the equipment bag
is large enough to hold bases,
balls and accessories.
Made of heavy-duty
steel tubing. Can also
be used for archery,
football and other
sports.
36273
25 lbs.
$189.00

Batting Practice Caddy

This durable, lightweight caddy
basket is a must have for every player
and coach. Sets up easily in 5 seconds,
no screws, no snaps, no snags, no tools
required. The Caddy is 35” high making it
the perfect height whether you are throwing
batting practice, working off a tee or hitting
fungos. Hold all of the balls in your 6 gallon
bucket: 60 baseballs or 30 softballs. Easily
collapses and fits into the zippered carrying
bag, measuring 45” x 5”.
36975B
4 lbs
$59.00

The Outpost

Outdoor message display boards are
an easy, maintenance-free way to post
items outdoors. Message board is
constructed of environmentally friendly
recycled plastic and will not rot, splinter
or crack and never needs to be painted.
The Outpost features, weatherproof
exterior, sliding Plexiglas doors on rust
free aluminum tracks and a cork display
area. Choose from white, light brown,
dark green or black. Display boards can
be post or fence mounted; installation
accessories are sold separately.
Customized name signs are available.
Shown with optional lock, header sign
and fence kit. Choose from (3) models.

33870
33871
33872

Model 150, Display Area:
22.5”H x 44.5”W
Model 250, Display Area:
29.5”H x 44.5”W
Model 50, Display Area:
22.5”H x 20.5”W

*
45 lbs
*
45 lbs
*

40 lbs

$379.00		
$469.00
$359.00

Balls & Equipment Storage
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Perfection Fastpitch Softball
Perfection leather cover and
Danielle Lawrie Control Seam
with Poly core. Optic yellow with
red stitching. NFHS Approved.
COR .47, 375 lbs.
36680S 1 Dozen 15 lbs		
		$68.00

Perfection Baseball NFHS
Official Game Ball
Recommended for high
school level play, senior youth
and youth leagues. NFHS™
Approved.
36680 1 Dozen
12 lbs
		 $58.00

Perfection Pro NFHS
Premium Official
Game Ball
Recommended for high school
level play. NFHS™ Approved.
36680P 1 Dozen
12 lbs
		 $68.00

9” Mark-1

Baden All-Weather Baseballs

Practice ball with a genuine leather cover featuring Exclusive CoreGuard™
Moisture Protection Technology. Balls remain playable even when wet and
return to original weight after 24 hours of drying time. Save up to 50%
-don’t waste standard wound balls when it is wet!
36681
Baseball 1 Dozen 12 lbs
$39.00
36681S Softball 1 Dozen
12 lbs
$58.00

Jugs® Radar Cube
Portable Compact Design: Size:
7’’ high x 11’’ wide, Weight: 1.5
lbs. Operates on 6 AA batteries
(included) or with the optional
AC adapter (sold separately).
Clock speeds from 32 mph–
100+ mph. Large bright 3’’ LED
numbers—Great visibility for
indoor or outdoor use. Players,
coaches and fans see real-time
accurate speeds.Tripod mount
36615
or hanging compatible.

Plays as good as a game ball! Exterior
leather cover with raised stitch seams. Cork
and rubber core with 1” yarn winnings.
36627 1 dozen
12 lbs
$49.00

Total Control Balls

Weighted practice balls used as a hitting aid to help develop strength and extension through the hitting
zone while providing instant feedback for the hitter. Sold per dozen.
TCB Ball -82
Develop strength and drive through the
hitting zone. Measures 3.2” in diameter
and weights 425 grams. Optimum use
with front toss, but can be used for side
toss and Tee work.
36642 1 dozen 12 lbs. $119.00
3 lbs.

$299.00

Jugs® Cordless
Radar Gun

Highly accurate gun features digital
signal processing technology. Measures
in trigger mode or continuous mode.
Registers speeds from 20 to 125 MPH. With a range
up to 260’. Accuracy of +/- 1/2 MPH. Cordless system
features the Black & Decker Versapak battery that lasts
up to 10 hours! Comes complete with 2-Versapak
batteries, a recharger, a tuning fork and a heavy-duty
soft-shell carrying case. Model with optional speed display interface
port is available. Comes with a 2-year warranty.
36611
Cordless Gun
4 lbs.
$1,199.00

SR3600

Perfection Collegiate
Baseball Flat Seam
Premium
Recommended for collegiate
level play. Meets NCAA
specifications
36680C 1 Dozen 12 lbs
		$68.00

PRACTICE BALLS

Constructed of pro grade premium leather with a Performance Raised Seam™. Has a cushioned cork center and Ballistic Winding Technology™.

OFFICIAL GAME BALLS

Baden Official Game Baseballs

The SR3600 Radar
reads accurate ball
and swing speeds, is
full featured, reliable,
durable and easy-to-use. The
advanced microprocessor based speed
detection calculates speeds from 10MPH
to 250MPH (and will display speeds in MPH
or kPH) in just a few feet of target travel. It
has a range of around 60’ for baseballs but as
far as 1000’ for larger targets like vehicles. The
SR3600 offers a “Hands Free Mode” which allows an individual
to read the speed of various targets for training purposes without
another person being present. Tripod mountable. The data port
feature enables the use of large displays for remote viewing or for
connection to a PC/Laptop for statistics tracking. The SR3600 will
run for up to 20 hours on 2-9v batteries. 1 year limited warranty.
36613 Sports Radar SR3600 5 lbs. $269.00

TCB Ball -74
Smaller ball developed for stronger,
advanced hitters. Measures 2.9” in
diameter and weighs 425 grams (14.9
oz). Ball has a stronger design with no
fillers.
36643 1 dozen 12 lbs. $119.00

TCB Atomic Ball
For pure strength development for
the core and upper body. Measures
approximately 5.2” in diameter and
weighs 900 grams. Used for side toss
and Tee work only.
36644 1 dozen 20 lbs. $139.00

TCB Hole Balls The only whiffle style ball that gives the hitter instant feedback. Balls are designed to
last and are made from the same base material as the TCB ball and guaranteed for 1 full year from any
breakage. Balls hit better, throws better with the same flight as ordinary plastic balls. Optimum use is
when the front toss method is used.
TCB Hole Ball 80
Measures 3.2” in diameter and weights
80 grams.
36642H 1 dozen 12 lbs. $49.00

TCB Hole Ball 74
Measures 2.9” in diameter and weighs
25 grams.
36643H 1 dozen 12 lbs. $49.00

Jugs® LiteFlite® Machine

TCB Hole Ball 50
Approximately the size of a golf ball
(slightly bigger). Weighs 25 grams.
36644H 1 dozen 12 lbs. $39.00

Great for fielding Practice!

The Lite-Flight® delivers big league pitches at a minor league price. Converts between
baseball and softball delivery in seconds without tools. Full range of movement to adjust
for all types of pitches including fastballs, curves and sliders. 360 degree swivel and
height adjustment allows for fly balls, ground balls, and pop-ups. Throws only the Jugs®
Lite-Flite® balls or PolyBalls from 15-50 mph. (Sold separately) Operates on regular 110 volt
AC or optional lite-flite battery pack. The machine is portable, fitting into two heavy-duty nylon
carrying bags. Includes both baseball and softball legs and chutes, and nylon carrying cases.
33922
106 lbs.
$399.00

Jugs® Lite-Flite® Practice Balls

The safest practice ball ever made creating a realistic throw or pitch. The soft
foam construction is great for indoors and out. Designed specifically to be
used in the Lite-Flite® machine but can be used with any pitching machine.
33922B
Baseballs (1 doz.)
2 lbs. $29.00
33922S
Softballs (1 doz.)
3 lbs. $39.00
33922BB Bucket with 18 Baseballs 5 lbs. $49.00
33922SB Bucket with 12 Softballs
5 lbs. $49.00

Jugs® Battery Pack

It will run the Lite-Flite® machine for up to 3 hours of continuous use.
Recharges in only 2 hours. The pack comes complete with heavy-duty
nylon carrying case, battery recharger and 32” extension cord.
36923 17 lbs. $249.00

Jugs Pitching Machines
®
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Combo Pitching Machine™

The patented gooseneck “ball & socket” design
and the pneumatic wheels throw every possible
pitch, both right and left handed. Comes with
two long straight legs for baseball and short
curved legs for softball to provide realistic
release points. Both of the baseball and softball chutes are included. Best for fielding exercises,
featuring full 360 degree rotation and angle adjustment. Quickly and easily throws fly balls, ground balls, and
pop-ups. Designed to throw leather, dimpled, and a wide
variety of practice balls in baseball, 11” or 12” softball
sizes. 5-year warranty.
36908
172 lbs.
$2,799.00

BP 2 Baseball Pitching Machine
®

The versatile JUGS® BP®2 pitching machine is designed to simplify batting
practice. The machines' Select-A-Pitch™ feature makes changing pitches as
easy as turning a knob and offers (6) pre-set pitch positions. With digital
speeds ranging from 45 to 90 MPH, the JUGS BP2 pitching machine can
throw fastballs, curveballs, sliders, screwballs, sinkers and even knuckleballs.
The Pinpoint™ Micro-Adjustment feature locates pitches instantly—right to
left, up or down with a quick turn of your wrist. It also throws from a more
realistic 64"delivery height, delivering pitches at a realistic downward
plane. The BP2 throws baseballs, JUGS Pearl, StingFree baseballs, Lite-Flite baseballs, Softie baseballs and
Bulldog polyballs. The machine can rotate 360 degrees
allowing you to cover the entire field. Machine has a
simple leg adjustment —there's no t-handle or leg
clamp. The BP2 is easy-to-move and set up. Just
tip the machine onto the tires and roll. Features
patented Grip-Tite® 12” non-marking pneumatic tires
that have an average 20-year life expectancy. The
machine runs on 110-volt AC, Powerhorse Portable
Generator-2000 or the Complete Practice Battery
Pack. Manufacturer 5-Year Guarantee.
36610 125 lbs. $2,499.00

Softball Machine

Automatic ball
feeders are
available. Contact
us for details.

Jr.™ Pitching Machine

The most widely used youth pitching machine! Available
in a baseball version only and a combination
baseball/softball version. Portable, easy-to-move
design sets up and converts in minutes. The
pneumatic wheel throws fastballs from 15-60 mph
along with risers and drops. The swivel design base
casting provides 360 degree movement for fly
balls, pop-ups and ground balls. The unit is safe and
simple to operate, including a digital speed readout for
throwing at the exact speed desired. The Jr.
Combo is complete with a baseball
chute and long straight legs, and a
softball chute with curved legs. This way you
can see pitches thrown from a realistic release point for
both sports. It throws baseballs, 11” or 12” softballs,
tennis balls, dimpled and a wide variety of practice balls.
Standard 110 Volt. 5-year warranty.

Super Softball™ Machine

Portable design is simple to operate and sets up in minutes! The
pneumatic wheel throws fastballs from 20-70 mph along with risers
and drops. Realistic underhand release point is great for both fast
and slow pitch. Swivel base with full 360 degree rotation and
angle adjustment throws pop-ups, grounders and fly-balls. Digital
speed readout allows you to throw the exact speed desired.
Designed to throw leather, dimpled, and a wide variety of practice
balls in both 11”and 12” softball sizes. 5-year warranty.
33921
77 lbs.
$1,599.00

Softball Transport Cart
36907 Baseball
85 lbs. $1,299.00
36920 Baseball/Softball 98 lbs. $1,349.00

Changeup Baseball Pitching Machine

Key chain
remote

This revolutionary Changeup machine and higher speed range is for
the advanced hitter -pitches up to 70mph fastballs and changeups
at speeds as low as 44 mph. Use the remote control key chain to
change from fastball to changeup at the touch of a button. A manual
changeup button is located on the control panel along with a digital
readout display. Features the patented “always see the ball” ™
delivery system. Swivel-design base provides 360 degree movement
for fly balls, pop-ups and ground balls. Great for offensive or defensive drills—Change speeds while practicing advanced outfield drills.
Throws baseballs, JUGS Sting-Free baseballs, JUGS Lite-Flite baseballs, JUGS Softie baseballs and the JUGS Bulldog polyballs. Runs on
110-volt AC or 2000-watt Powerhorse Generator. Weighs just
75 lbs. One person can load the JUGS in the trunk of a car.
33925
87 lbs.
$1,999.00

Pitching Machine Cover

The most widely used softball pitching machine in the world!
Portable, easy-to-handle design sets up in minutes. The
pneumatic wheel throws fastballs from 15 to 60 mph along
with risers and drops. Realistic underhand release point
is great for both fast and slow pitch. Swivel base with full
360 degree rotation and angle adjustment throws pop-ups,
grounders and fly-balls. Digital speed readout allows you to throw
the exact speed required. Designed to throw leather, dimpled,
and a wide variety of practice balls in both 11” and 12”
softball sizes. 5-year warranty.
36612
77 lbs.
$1,299.00

Great for off-season & overnight protection. HD waterproof
vinyl with a drawstring closure. Fits all Jugs pitching machines.
36610C
6 lbs.
$89.00

Take the pain and effort out of moving your existing Jugs®
Softball or Super Softball pitching machine. The transport cart
includes a new leg assembly and a two wheel cart. The cart’s
low ground clearance prohibits the machine to throw sinkers.
36612C 36 lbs
$229.00

Changeup Super Softball™ Pitching Machine
This revolutionary Changeup machine and higher
speed range is for the advanced hitter -pitches
up to 70 mph fastballs and changeups at speeds
as low as 44 mph. Use the remote control key chain
to change from fastball to changeup at the touch of
a button. A manual changeup button is located on
the control panel along with a digital readout display.
Digital readout display and Swivel-design base provides
360 degree movement for fly balls, pop-ups and ground
balls. Features the patented “always see the ball” ™
delivery system. Throws 11” or 12” softballs, JUGS
Sting-Free softballs, JUGS Lite-Flite softballs, JUGS Softie
softballs and the JUGS Bulldog polyballs. Comes standard
with Transport Cart— Portable and easy to
move and set up. Simply insert the handle, tilt
and roll. Weighs just 75 lbs. One person can
load the JUGS in the trunk of a car. Comes
standard with a 12” chute (11” chute sold
separately). Runs on 110-volt AC or 2000watt generator.
33924
82 lbs.
$1,999.00

Pitching Machines

Bulldog Elite

This baseball pitching machine throws curves,
fastballs, sliders, sinkers and knuckle balls with
a speed range of 30-102 mph. The urethane
pitching wheels eliminates air pressure
problems. Attached wheels for easy transporting.
Best suited to throw dimpled balls. Recomended
for high school, college and pro league play.
5-year limited warranty.
36625
Baseball 95 lbs. $1,899.00
36625SB Softball 95 lbs. $1,899.00
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Bulldog

Durable and lightweight machine with a top speed of 55 mph. Chute
can be used with baseballs, 11” softballs or 12” softballs. Wheel
is constructed of durable urethane to eliminate worries about air
pressure. Runs on 110 volt AC or generator. 1/4 HP D.C. motor with a
10-gauge steel housing construction. Heavy-duty legs are reversible
for baseball and softball delivery heights. 5-year limited warranty.
36629
Bulldog
68 lbs.
$699.00
36629W Replacement
7 lbs.
$249.00
Wheel

Visit: www.NationalSportsProducts.com

MP-6

Hopperfed pitching machine that holds
600 baseballs or 400
softballs. Heavy-duty
arm and hand system
pitching from speeds
of 25-85 mph. Easily
converts from baseball
to softball. Built-in low
voltage remote control
with 80’ cord. Base
has hold-down clips for
permanent installation. Lockable arm
guard cover. Electrically
powered - 115 volt A.C.
motor. Unit measures 57”H x 44”W x 59”L.
36660
610 lbs.		 $3,399.00
36660C Machine Cover for MP-6
5 lbs. $199.00

MP Series is setup for
Baseball. Softball is
available by request
when ordering.

MP-5

MP-4

The top of the line hopper-fed machine that has the same features of the
MP-6 with additional benefits. The unit is extra reinforced on the frame
of the machine to protect against batted balls. The Positive Feed Control
is included which ensures good ball flow when using seamed balls.
36659
625 lbs.		
$3,799.00

Ball rack fed pitching machine holds 38 baseballs or 28
softballs. Heavy-duty arm and hand system with lockable arm
guard cover. Throws pitches from 25 to 85 mph. Easily converts
from baseball to softball. Built-in low voltage remote control
with 80’ cord. 4-wheel transport for quick and easy moving.
Electrically powered - 115 volt A.C. motor. Measures 56”H x
30”W x 55”L. A ball feed enhancer unit may be purchased
separately to ensure that seemed balls will flow properly.
36661
MP-5
480 lbs. $2,799.00
36661C Machine Cover for MP-5
5 lbs. $169.00

Dimpled Machine Balls

Polyballs

Lightweight hollow balls with uniform holes for maximum accuracy. 1 oz. in
weight for baseballs and 1.5 oz in weight for softballs. Can be used in any
pitching machine for close-range practice. Sold per dozen.
36624
36624Y
36626
36624S
36626S

Baseball 9” white
Baseball 9” yellow
Softball 12” yellow
9” white w/ Red Seams
12” Yellow w/ Red Seams

dz.
dz.
dz.
dz.
dz.

2 lbs.
2 lbs.
2 lbs.
2 lbs.
2 lbs.

$14.00
$14.00
$19.00
$26.00
$29.00

C-82

Designed for on-field or backyard practice. Unit is ball rack
fed holding 25 baseballs or 20 softballs. Will throw baseballs,
softballs, and polyballs from 20 to 60 mph. 2-wheel system for
quick and easy moving. Lockable arm guard cover is included.
Electrically powered - 115 volt A.C. motor. Measures 36” H x
20” W x 36” L. This unit is not recommended for high school
baseball or fast pitch softball programs. An optional remote
control with 80’ cord may be purchased separately (Standard
on all machines except the C-82).
36658
C-82
175 lbs. $1,399.00
36658R Optional Remote Control 13 lbs. $149.00

Solid polyurethane with regulation size and weight. Will not damage
aluminum bats and will not sting your hitters’ hands. Available in yellow
or white. Designed for use in all pitching machines. Sold per dozen.
36620 9” Yellow
dz. 5 lbs. $34.00
36621 9” White
dz. 5 lbs. $34.00
36622 12” Yellow
dz. 6 lbs. $39.00
36623 12” White
dz. 6 lbs. $39.00
36621S 9” White w/ Red Seams
dz. 5 lbs. $49.00
36622S 12”Yellow w/ Red Seams
dz. 6 lbs. $54.00

Ballistic™
Baseball

Genuine leather pitching
machine ball with a
flat Kevlar seam and a
cushioned cork center.
36621L 9”White Leather
w/ Seams dz.
5 lbs. $54.00

A Division of Douglas Industries, Inc.
3441 South 11th Avenue
Eldridge, IA 52748

Stay connected with us
for exclusive special offers.

1-800-478-6497
1-800-478-6497
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CHECK OUT OUR NEW WEBSITE

Terms & Conditions

Prices change frequently! Also, some manufacturers only allow us to print the MAP (Minimum Advertising Price)
in our catalog, even though we may sell for less. Contact us for details or check our website for current pricing.

TERMS: Net 30 days from date of invoice with approved
credit. A 1-1/2% per month service charge will be assessed
on all past due invoices. All prices shown are f.o.b. (freight
on board) factory. All prices are subject to change without
notice.

to a $10.00 handling charge and order is shipped freight
“collect”. Goods damaged in transit should not be accepted
until transportation company’s agent has noted the nature
and extent of the damage on the freight bill. It is the
customers responsibility to file damage and shortage claims.

MINIMUM ORDER CHARGE: A $10.00 Handling
Charge will be added for orders less than $50.00.

REFUSAL OF SHIPMENT: If an order is refused by the
customer, the customer will be charged for all freight and a
restocking charge of 20% of the invoice, with a minimum
restocking charge of $20.00, unless the error is due to a
National Sports Products shipping error.

CREDIT: If an open account is desired, contact the sales office for credit application. If immediate shipment is required,
you may prepay or request COD shipment. Shipments will
be discontinued on past due accounts and credit will be
reinstated at the sole discretion of National Sports Products.
There will be a $25.00 Handling Charge on all returned
checks. Visa & Mastercard accepted.
FREIGHT: All products are shipped UPS or common
carrier. National Sports Products reserves the right to specify
carrier on all shipments that are freight paid or pre-paid and
added to invoice. Carriers specified by customer are subject

DROP SHIPMENTS: Each drop ship location is
processed as an individual order. To avoid shipping errors
we recommend all drop ship orders to be faxed toll free
800-443-8907 or mailed to our sales office.
BACK ORDERS: If an order must be back ordered, you
will be notified. Back ordered items will be shipped as soon
as available until your order is complete.

WARRANTY: National Sports Products products are warranted against material defects and poor workmanship for
a period of 1-year unless otherwise stated in NSP literature.
Misuse or vandalism is not covered by any warranty. National Sports Products will repair or replace defective items
upon authorized return (see RETURN POLICY). National
Sports Products will pay ground freight only to replace
defective products.
RETURN POLICY: No merchandise may be returned
without prior authorization. Upon receipt of request for
return, an RA# (return authorization number) will be issued
and must appear on all return shipping labels.
ALL RETURNS MUST BE SHIPPED PREPAID.
Collect shipments will not be accepted. Credit for defective
items will be issued only after our Inspection Department
determines the items to be covered by our warranty.

NATIONAL SPORTS PRODUCTS EXTENDS NO OTHER WARRANTY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED FOR DAMAGE ARISING FROM
THE USE OR ALLEGED FAILURE OF ANY PRODUCT NOR
DOES IT EXTEND ANY WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY.
ALL MERCHANDISE IS SOLD UNDER THESE CONDITIONS
WHICH NO REPRESENTATIVE OF THE COMPANY CAN
WAIVE OR CHANGE. ALL PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS ARE
SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. THESE CONDITIONS AND TERMS SUPERSEDE ANY THAT MAY APPEAR
ON THE BUYERS PURCHASE ORDER. NATIONAL SPORTS
PRODUCTS SHALL IN NO EVENT BE LIABLE FOR LOSS OF
USE OR PROFIT, OR FOR OTHER COLLATERAL, SPECIAL OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES.
Possession of a price list or literature does not constitute
an offer to sell.

